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Holland City News.
vol. XII.— NO. 47. HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, DECEMBER 29, 1883. WHOLE NO. 616.
She loUaud ®ity
A WEEKLY NEWSPAPER.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT
)
HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN.




$1.50 per year if paid in adiyince; $1,75 if
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
paid at sin months.
JOB PRINTIHG Promptly am Neatly Eiecotei.
TERMS OP ADVERTISING:
On© sqnura of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents for
iret insertion, and 25 cents for each sabseqoent
insertion for any period under three mouths.








5 001 8 00
8 00 1 10 00
10 00 1 17 00
17 00 ! 25 00
25 00 1 40 00
40 00 1 65 00
3 ” .'. ..............
1 ::
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Bnslness Cards in City Directory, not over three
Anes,$2.00 per annum,
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pnh-
llehed wbitont charge for subscribe! s.
tar All advertising bills collectable quarterly.
An X before the Subscriber’s name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription. Two XX slg*
allies that no paper will be continued after date.
THIS PAPERpayibe on, fl,*c °*
paper Advertising Bureau (10 Spruce 8t.),-where
advertising contracts may be made for it in NEW
YORK.
Hail Hoads.
Chicago & West Michigan Railway.


























10 30 11 05 Fait Sangatack 2 43 ..... 4 28
10 4) ..... 11 20 .New Richmond. 2 35 9 42 4 18
11 82 230 12 10 ..Gd. Junction.. 1 65 905 3 30
11 55 2 45 12 30 .....Bangor. ... 1 37 8 50 3 10
1 25 327 2 00 .Benton Harbor.12 40 7 50 1 55
1 50 3 37 2 10 ...St. Joseph...12 30 7 45 1 50
3 15 4 30 320 ..New Buffalo..11 30 7 08 12 45
730 740 650 ....Chicago ..... 8 55 4 30 9 55











p.m. a.m a. m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
3 0) 10 30 *5 20 ....Holland. ... 125 800 940
325 10 50 555 ...Weat Olive... 235
335 11 00 6 10 .. .Johnsvdlo.... 2 27
400 11 20 6 83 ..Grand Haven.. 12 35 2 05 850
405 1128 640 ...Ferrysbnrg... 12 28 2 00 840
445 12 05 7 15 ...Muskegon...12 05 1 25 t8 00








t Runs dally, all other trains daily except Sun-
day. All trains run by Detroit time.
Mixid Trains leave Holland, going north, at
7:50 am. arriving at Grand Ranlds at 10:15 a m.
and at 10:05 p m. arriving at Muskegon at 12:10 a
m; also mixed trains leave Holland, going sontb,
at 5,50 a m and 8:55 a m.
lusmwis Hiwrtwg.
VI BENG8, D. R., drugstore. Fine Drugs, Med-
..vl Iclnes, Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and
Perfumeries. River street.
IT AN PUTTEN, Wx., Dealer In Drags, Medi-
v clnes. Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Din BiRo'sFamily Medicines: River St.
\17ALhH HKBEK, Druggist A Pharmacist; a
v v ^ulistockof goods appertaining to the bus-
iness.
rurnituri.
lyjEYER, BROUWER & CO.. Dealers In all
kinds of Furuitnre. Curtains, Wall Paper,
Carpets, Coffins, Picture Prumos.etc. : River st.
Osneral Dealer*.
yAN PUTTEN G„ & SONS , General Dealers
V in Dry G.iods, Groceries. Crockery. Hats
and Capa, Pbur. Provisions, etc. ; River street.
Hotah.
ptITY HOTEL. Williams Bros., Proprletora.
\J The only tlrst-class Hotel In tbecitv. Is
located in the business center of the town, and has
one of the largi stand best sample rooms In the
State. Free bus in connection with the Hotel.
Holland, Mich. 10-ly
|)H(EN1X HOTEL* Jne. Ryder, proprietor.
1 Located near the Chi. A W. Mich. R'y depot,
has good faclIUles for the traveling public, and its
table is unsurpassed. Free Hack for accommoda-
tion of guests. Holland, Mich.
OCUTr HOTEL. W. J. Scott, proprietor.
O This hotel is located on the cor. of Ninth and
Fish strs. Terms, $1.35 per c'ay. Good accom
modatlons can always he relied on. Holland,Mich. 8^1y
Livervand dale Sublet.
noONE H„ Livery
IJ audharnon Market slrcct. Everything first-
claes.
IIAVKRKATE, G. J., Livery and Boarding
IT stable. Fine rigs and good horses can al-
ways be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott'sHotel. . 83-tf
[IBBBLINK, J. 11.? Livery and Hale Stable;
I Ninth street. near Market.
Heat Market*.
U1TE,J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and
. vegetables ; Meal Market on Kth street.
17AN DERHAAR, U., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
V * and Smoked Meats and Vegetables: paper
and twine; 8tb street.
Manufaetcrici, Milli, Shope, Etc.
I3AUELS, VAN PUTTEN & CO., Proprietors
1 of Ptugger UUU; (Steam St
Mills.) near foot of 6th street.
aw and Flour
WAN R\ALTE, B. dealer in Farm Implements
V and Machinery, cor. River * nd Ninth .-treet.
1X7ILMS, P. 11. Manufacturer of Wooden, and
v v iron and Wood combination Pumps. Cor-
Kith aud River streets
Haurv Public*.
QTKGKNGA, A. P., Justice of the Peace and
Cr Notary Pubiic. Conveyancing done at »hort
notice. Office Zeeland, dickigau. ‘J-ly
Pbulciut.
13 EST, R. B., Physician and Surgeon, can be
13 found in bis office, cor. River and Eighth
streets in Vandervecn's Block.
1/ REMRRS, )(., Physician and Surgeon. Kesi-
IV dence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market
street. Office at the drug store of Kremcrs A
Bangs. office hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m., aud
from 5 to 6 p. m. 50-ly
P to- p.m. a.m. a.m p.m p.m.
10 05 300 t6QJ ....Holland. ... 10 30 1 30 9 50
3 12 5 13 ....Zeeland ..... 10 20 9 40
3 32 535 .. Hudson vilie... 10 02 9 15
343 5 50 ....Grandville. .. 950 8 55
io 45 400 6 10 ..Grand Rapids.. 935 12 50 t«35
p.m. p.m. a.m. a. ra. p. m. p.m.
I^OUIPHORST, L. Physician and Surgeon;
office at the drug store of Schepers A schip-
horet: is prepared at all times, day or night, to
id to "calls.”atteui
VATES, O. E., Physician “ud Surgeon. Office
1 at residence on the corner of River aud
Eleventh streets, formerly occupied by the late
Dr. B. Ledeboer. 43^1 y.
\$ ANTING, A. G., Physician and Surgeon;
AM. office at Graafrchap Village, Allegan county,
Mich. Office hoars from 12 to^ r. u. 26-ly.
PhnspiPbor.
j^£lGGlNS, B. P. the leading Photographer, Gal-
Watohn as* Jivilry.
IjKKYMAN.oTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, aud
13 dealer In Fancy Goods; Corner of Market
and Eighth Street.
YITTKnUYSKN, H., dealer in Watches, Clocks,
v f Jewelry and Spectacles, cor. Nintn aud
Cedar streets, Holland Mich. 34-1 y.
XToTefOT
HollandCity Lodge, No. 192, IndependcntOrder
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
Fellows Hall, HoUanRMicb.tonTuesday Evening
of each week
Viaiting brothers arecordiallylnvited .
— , Mor_ Thos. uMahtkk, N. G.









325 8 55 10 10 1 05
835 9 15 ..^....Hamilton........ 10 02 12 50
352 950 ...... ̂ Donning ........ 950 12 15
4 15 10 30 925 •11 85
p. m. a .m. a. m. p.m.
Attorotjn.
[OWARD,M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
Notary Public: Riverstreet.
'P. ft A. K.
ARBuuLABCommanication of Unity Lodox.
No. 191,F. AA.M..wlUbeheldat Masonic Hail
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Jan




( Corrected every Friday by E. J. Harrington.)
Apples, JB bushel ................. $ 75 @ ] 00
Beans, $1 bushel. ............... 1 50 g l 75
Butter, V lb .................... 19 & *>
V doaen ..................... © 22
Honey, V ft .............. . ....... ® 18
Onions, fi bushels ............... ft ] 00
Potatoes, V bushel ................ 35 ft 40
draiD, Feed, Etc.
(Corrected every Friday by W. H. Beach.)
Buckwheat, llbuahel ------
r Bran, A 100 lbs .............
Barley, 9100 ft..'. .........
Clover seed, V ft.. ........ .
Com Meal V 100 Da ........
Cora, shelled 9 bushel .....
Flour, fbrt ..................
Fine Corn Meal B 100 fts ...
Feed, M ton .. ...
“ B 100 ft ...
Hay, V ton
Middling, V 100 ft
Oats, W bushel....
Lancaster Red. f bushel. .
Co«*e in and aee >17 Stock. Wotckcc
aad Clooka repaired on
akort notice.
THE REV. GEO. T. THAYER, of Bourbon,
Ind., says: "Both myself and wife owe oar lives to
Shiloh's Consumption Cure.” Sold by D. R.
Mcengs.
ARE YOU MADE miserable by Indigestion,
Constipation, Dizziness, Loss of Appetite, Yellow
skin? Shiloh's Vilalizer is a positive cure. Sold
WHY WILL YOU 'cough when Shiloh’s Cure
will $lve Immediate roller. Price 10 cts. w cts.
and $1. Sold by D. R. Mcengs.
SHILOH'S CATARRH REMEDY— a positive
cure for Catanu, Diphtheria aud Canker Mouth.
Sold by D. R. Mecngs. ,
" HACKMKTACK." a lasting and fragrant per-
fume. Price 25 aud 50 ceuts. Hold
Mcengs.
SHILOH'S CURE WILL immediately relievo
Croup. Whooping cough and Bronchitis. Sold by
D. R. Mcengs.
FOR DYSPEPSIA and Liver Complaint, yon
have a printed guarantee on every bottle of
shl oh’s Vilalizer. It never fails to cure. Hold by
1). R. Mecngs.
A NASAL IN JETOR fiee with each bottle of
Shiloh’s Catarrh Remedy. Price 50 cents. Sold
by D. R Mecngs.
A new lot of fresh crackers just re-
ceived. Try them. AIho crackers In 8
pound boxes we are milking a specialty
of. Don’t fail to call at
• CITY BAKERY.
WANTED.
A steadv young man about 14 or 1.5
years of age with some knowledge of latin
to learn the Drug business. A splendid
opportunity for one who tennis to Itarn.
Address, HENRY VENNEMA,45-tf Marinkttk, Wis.#
Hew Jtlvertistmente.
WM. BAUMGARTEL,
! Freight and Ticket Agent
GMcago anil lest Ich.
For the Holland City New:
A Temperance Sermon,
Mr. Editor.— The following are ex-
tracts taken from a sermon recently de-
livered by the Rev. R. B. Pope, D. D., of
Ann Arbor, Mich., pastor of tbn Metho-
dist Church of that city. The sermon
was delivered as a temperance sermon.
I believe in “regulating” the "liquor
truffle” nnd not In Prohibition. I believe
that while busy in temperance agitation,
that no person should lose sight of the
(act that liceullousucss and lust Is by far
the greater of the two evils, and that they
should lie guided accordingly. By pub-
lishing these exlracts, which by no means
shows the sernTon in its most favorable
light, you will do me a great favor.
Henry Krrmbrs, M. D.
Holland, Mich., Dec. 20, 1883.
-^RAILWAYE *
Sells tickets to all principal points in
the Uniled Stales nnd Canadas. Money
can be saved by purehasinc tickets of me.
Through Bills of Lading issued and rates
ulven for freights to all points, Call and
see me before making your journey or
shipments.
WM. BAUMGARTEL,
Agent Chicago and West Michigan Hallway.




Wo will buy all the Stave and Heading
Bolts you cun make and deliver the year
round, viz:
Oak Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.
White Ash Slave Bolts, 80 inches long.
Elm Stave Bolts, 83 inches long.
Black Ash Stave Bolts, 83 inches long.
Black Ash Heading Bolls 88 inches long.
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.'
Pine Heading Bolls. 20 inches Ions.
• For making contracts or further in*
formation apply to Fixler’s Stave Factory.
ED. YER 8CHURE, Bupt.
or td G. Van Pullen & Sons’ store.
H. WYKHUYSEN
-dezlerin-
Solid Gold and Plated Chains,
ladies' and Gents' Lockets,
Silverware, Platedware.
Jewelry and Clocks.




is unsurpassed in this city.
Particular attention is called to the fact
all my goods are flret clasa and ire
sold at low prices.
NINTH STREET, OPPOSITE FIRST CHURCH.
H. WYKHUYSEN.
Holland, Mich., Oct. 34. 1882. M-lr
Now before we can argne at nil wo
must find points on which we can
agree. We cannot agree unless wo hold
something in common. We all agree in
this that drunkenness is an awful vice.
No man deieuds drunkenness anywhere.
There is no man here who wants to be a
drunkard. There is no man here who
wants his son or daughter to be a drunk
ard. There is no man here who wants
his child to die n drunkard. I have never
found a man who could affirm that he had
any such desire in his heart. If any man
does not agree wjih me on this point I
cannot argue with him. * * *
If statistics are right, there are sixty
thousand who die a drunkard’s death
every year. No one wants that to happen
any longer. There we agree again. We
shall also agree that drunkenness is the
author of all manner of crimes. It Gils
jails, it crowds penitentiaries, it makes
poverty. But drunKenness is not the
greatest evil in this country by any means.
There never was n nation that perished
through strong dunk. Tncltbs tells us
that the old Germans drank deep, hut he
also, tells us that they ,fought hard. The
Roman Empire did not perish through
strong drink. Our English ancestors
were deep drinkers, but the English na-
tion has not yet run out. The Germans
are a drinking nation, but in 1870 they
showed that they had a .great deal of
power lelt, Drunkenness has never de-
stroyed n nation; licentiousness bus done
it over and over again. It destroyed the
Persian and Roman Empires. When the
invaders came from the north through
the Alps towards Italy, they found vil-
lages without inhabitants, fields without
cultivators, lor licentiousness hud de-
stroyed the Roman people.-" I can give
authorities in abundance for this and
every statement t npike. Last year there
were iu New York ci’y 20,000 more
deaths than births.
Mahomet denied his followers the wine
cup, hut gave them the harem, and there-
by ruined them. Better had ho given
them the wine cup and denied them the
harem. There is no commandment that
says "Thou Shall Not Drink/’ There is
a commandment that says "Thou Shalt
Not Commit Adultery,” and- another,
"Thou Shalt Not Kill.” The decalogue
is aimed at the greater faults, and the
Bible takes caic elsewhere of the lesser
ones.
* # # Licentiousness God visits with
such punishments as he does no other evil
under the sun. I will read you my esti-
mates. They are carefully prepared.
There is no census taken of this hideous
wrong. There are no vital statistics to
which I may refer. But I have talked
with many careful physicians who assure
me that I underestimate this awful evil.
They affirm that at least 120,000 human
beings in this land are being killed every
year directly and Indirectly by licentious-
ness. . Rotting to pieces! Brazen women,
innocent women, guilty men, helpless, in-
!([nocent babes. One hundred and twenty
thousand every year. March that hideous
procession along, not under cover of the
night, but in the day time, for we need
the night lor horrors even greater; * *
But there is a deeper, more damning
evil still. Licentiousness not only kills
those who have breathed the vital air, but
it also stabs them before they are born.
This is (be highest and most horrid crime
of this age, of this land, of this city. I
will read you my statistics, which medical
men, some of whom are now here present,
have assured me arc far below the truth.
Two hundred and forty thousand human
beings every year at the very lowest com-
putation, are murdered in this land before
they are born. I am told that this is a
very low estimate. Two hundred and
forty thousand children slain by their own
mother’s band. Herod, out Heroded t
One every minute. Herod invited to
Bethlehem by the mothers of the inno-
cents, f-hown the place of their conceal-
ment, and paid for his work of murder.
Is it not time that some man should
speak and ask that men aud women
should listen to his words?
* * * You talk about the Injury
wrought by strong drink, but the drunk-
ard does not necessarily transmit any taint
to his offspring. It is not a very difficult
0ght for a drunkard’s child to be decent
and sober. I knew a most excellent
English woman who had for a husband a
man who was a drunken wretch from bis
marriage. Yet she has eight children
who are in every way an honor to their
noble mother. Drunkenness does not
necessarily entail appetite from generation
to generation. But what about licentious-
ness? it is a matter of every-day exper-
ience that llcenliousnesa hands down
curse from one generation to another,
there is no flopping the awful
courae. * * •
You talk about the wretchedness of
drunkard’s homes, but there sre heart*
that break more often than do the heart!
of drunkard’! wlvea.  * * Any true
woman wll forgive her husband a hundred
oblations upon the reeling aKar 01 giddy
Bacchus far more easily than one foul sac-
rifice at the polluted shrine of iuittui
Venus. *
* * * Every man in this country haa a
right to do na he plesnea so long as he im-
pedes no oilier in his right. No one has
any reason to find fault if, I do not chooae
to diink coffee. My friends may - try to
persuade me that I need coffee, but I have
a right to let it alone. It Is so with any
other article I have a right to let it alone
and to persuade any other man to let it
bine. I lu» vo the richt to use moral
suasion. I will lay down my principles
and you may lay down youis. So I have
a perfect right to leave all liquor alone
and persuade all others to do so if I can,
and I shall exercise that right.
The relation of alcohol to the human
economy is not a matter of religious faith.
It is a mutter to be determined by scien-
tific experiment. This Bible does not
settle that question. I do not believe that
the Bible lays down any Invariable rule
for the minimum use of alcoholic liquors
and to scientific men. I leave that to the
gentlemen in the University. One phase
of the temperance argument founded upon
scriptural ioterpretrition is unlike every
other argument drawn from .that source,
in that it so largely goes back to the Old
Testament and avoids the New. I do not
believe that any man who has studied the
matter thoroughly can hold to the doc-
trine o. two kinds of wine drawn from the
New Testament alone.
* * * This temperance question is an
exceedingly difficult one to handle in leg-
islation. Germany legislates upon it, and
so does France, England, and America.
The liquor interest is u mighty power in
this land. 1 am sure you do not any of
you want to keep a place where vile
stories arc related by vile men. Ii is amis-
erable den where tliut is done. You don't
bedeve in that. There may be just as bon
orublu dealers in beer In this laud as deal-
ers in any other commodity. There are
some men, I may admit, who are just as
conscientious in selling beer as I am
in preaching. If it is right lit use an ar-
ticle, it is right to sell and make it. If It
is right to niafUe a hat, it is right to sell it.
There is no dishonor iu doing any honor-
able work. But ibis work brings so much
of evil flint 1 want to ask you as honor-
able men it you ought not (o slop jt.
There are saloon keepers whom I would
rather have around me this evening than
Home meu that have put on the blue rib-
bon and have it fluttering over a corrupt
heart. I abominate hypocrites.
* # # I have been known In this com-
munity an a temperance man, and if I live
here long I expect to he still betier known
ns a temperance man. I have claimed at
various times that our churches were not
doing all that tney should do - in this mat-
ter. The University is not doing all it
should do. Professors have allowed
themselves to bn occupied with proles
sional duties to the exclusion of all others,
nils is a fault T have found with every
college In every college t<»wi^ where I
have been.
* * * 1 have seen the privileges of the
platform also abused in every way.
Shameless women have pushed themselves
to the front. Men morally rotten and ab-
solutely corrupt have mounted the plat-
form and taken the people’s money. Th<,«!- ______ r ___ ere
are men in this city who want the
churches to give up tBeir meetings on ac-
count of the temperance work, yet who
are never seen inside the churches. They
even send up and ask that the churches
will furnish them entertainment for their
evening meetings. Borne of them say that
"temperance is religion enough for them.”
That is as though a man should say that
he was in fall dress and ready for an
evening party when he bad just came out
of the bath tub.
“ * # # 1 have kept you here too long
already but I want you to stay five minutes
loucer. There is iu this city a noble or-
ganization that is doing as much work as
the Women’s Christian Temperance
Union.. It is the Ladies Charitable Asso-
ciation. I have not said anything to them
about it, but I waul to take up a big col-
lection. You ought to give them at least
five hundred dollars to-night. They carry
food and clothing to the poor and needy.
Let us do all we can to assist them in their
glorious work. Let us each in the fear of
God do all we eau do in this short life to
make homes. happier, to make men belter,
to prepare to give that account of our
stewardship, which we most soon all
render, not to men, but unto God.”
A Beautiful Gift-
The Great Rock Island Route has is-
sued a new and most comprehensive Cook
Book, of 128 pages, filled with new and
reliable receipts from the best caterers of
this and other countries. No housewife
cao afford to be without it; and though
worth one dollar, it will be sent to any
address, postpaid, upon receipt of ten
cents In stamps. As they will go like hot
c ikes send it once to E. 8t. John, G. T. &
P. A., Chicago, Illinois.
It Is wise to provide against emergencies
that are liable to arise in every family. A







FOLL \ND CITY. MICHIG AN.
THE NEWS CONDENSED.
CONGRESSIONAL PROCEEDINGS.
A resolution was passed by the Senate,
Dea 18. ft»n»ng upon the Secretary of the In-
terior for ooplea of mortgagee given by the
2“£S2 £KI£ ‘S^bSS^, S
aA«"Cd^ W^on
Se propoeed rule relating to the election of
preddent pro tem. and hie right to name a eub-
atitute, but no vote was taken. The Houee of
BeDreeentatlvea wae not in session.
Mr. Cullom. of Illinois, introduced a bill
In the Senate, Deo. 19, providing for the accept-
ance of the Illinois and Michigan canal by the
Government Mr. Fair presented a measure for
the sinking of artesian wells in wild lands In Ne-
vade owned by the United States. Mr. Van Wyck
offered a resolution of inquiry as to how much
land lAa been certified to railroad companies
since the Supreme Court decision of 187S on the
Indemnity clauses. The House concurrent reso-
lution for a holiday recess was amended to read
from Dec. M to Jan. 7, and passed. There was
considerable debate on the new rules, several of
which were agreed to. In the House, the
oath was administered to Mr. Skinner, from
the First district of North Carolina, after
some objection by Mr. Keifer. A joint resolu-
tion for a holiday recess from Dec. 24 to Jan. 3
was adopted. Mr. Blackburn offered a resolu-
tion for the creation of five special committees,
and Mr. Reed caused to be added one on the
alcoholic liquor traffic, all of which were agreed
to. The speaker appointed a special committee
on the centennial anniversary of Washington's
surrender of 4ii8 commission. The Senate
amendment to the holiday recess resolution was
concurred in.
The resolution of Mr. Van Wyck, calling for
Information in regard to lands granted to rail-
roads, was, after tome debate, adopted by the
Senate, at Its session on Dec. 20. Mr. Cnllom
introduced a bill for the appointment by the
President of live Railroad Commissioners, to ex-
ercise supervision over inter-State commerce.
Mr. Miller, of New York, presented a
bill for a monument to the lato Gen.
Warren. A communication was recelvedfrom
the Secretary at the Interior stating that
no action has been taken by the department in
relation to the attempted transfer of the Texas
and Padflc land grant. The Senate adjourned to
Dec. 24. The House indulged in debate over a res-
olution by Mr. Geddes to grant a month's extra
pay to discharged employes, which was finally
•ent to the committee on accounta. Mr. Keifer
called np his resolution for the appointment of a
committee on woman suffrage, which was re-
jected, by 124 to 88. A resolution was passed
requesting the President to order a national sa-
lute from the various forts of the country on
the anniversary of the surrender of Gen. Wash-
ington's commission. Objection was made to
the introduction of a bill to amend the Chinese
restriction act, and an adjournment to Deo. 2!
followed. _
THE EAST*
New York telegram: A largely at-
tended meeting under the auspices of the Man-
hattan.circle of the Fenian brotherhood was
held to take action on the execution of
ODoonell. After a number of inhamrantory
speeches by the more enthusiastic members,
resdhitjona were adopted calling on Irishmen
all over the world to avenge O' Donnell, and
pledglUff the members of the brotherhood
to renewed energy in striking down (> En-
gland. the enemy of Ireland, who sets at
naught the law£ of humanity and civilizn-
tton.”
Bev. Mr. Stoddard, in delivering a
lecture against Masonry, at Newfane, N. Y.,
exhibited a huge stone with an iron staple,
which he claimed was the weight used in
sinking the corpse of William Morgan in
Niagara river.
A letter signed “John Joseph Ryan,
citizen of the Irish Republic," containing
naturalization papers, was deposited in the
Naturalization bureau at New York, tbo
other day, asking the Judges of the Court of
Common Pleas to erase his namo from the
citizen roll, as England was hanging and im-
prisoning American citizens without protest.
A special surrogate at Buffalo has
decided tbA the widow of President Fillmore
was of sound mind and not under duress
when her will was executed, by which her
estate was given to several churches and
schools. The contestants, her first cousins,
have made a disgusting fight, and will have a
large bill of costs .o pa*-.
THE WEST.
On the seventh' day of the Emma
Bond trial, two convicts, who had been
brought from the penitentiary at Ches-
ter, III., testified as to several damaging
admissions mode by Montgomery and de-
menti, while confined in jail at Taylor-
ville. Tho defense vehemently opposed
the admission of the evidence of con-
victed felons, but the Judge decided
that they were competent witnesses. J. T.
Ferguson, a member of tho Grand Jury which
indiet/vl tho defendants, swore that John
Montgomery offered to pay him any amount
of money for a copy of Miss Bond's state-
ment. After a few other witnesses had l>ccn
examined, the case for the prosecution was
closed.
Near Paris, 111., Sanford Norris,
with other boys, arranged a practical joke by
having Tod and Orlando Norris, Winston
Griffin, Jr., and Hen McLaughlin steal some
apples. Sanford Norris and tho other boys
were to be concealed, and at. the proper timo
fire a gun In the air. Inslcad. by almost
criminal fatality, the gun was pointed di-
rectly at tho boys, who were close together.
Tod Norris was perforated with ttfty-ono shot,
and died soon aftef. Orlando Norris was
seriooely Injured, as were also Griffin and
McLaughlin. It is thought Griillu will also
die.
A contest at the polls over the loca-
tion of a school-house in a district six miles
west of Winchester, III., was reopened at a
dance given by a farmer, tho result being
the killing of Adam Hill and George Snyder
by the Sutton brothers ..... At Wiltiamston,
111., in a quarrel about some money. Jennie
Washburn killed her uncle, Coles Washburn,
by striking him on tho head with a club. . . .
In a fight at Brlmfleld. 111., William McQuon.
a desperado, cut Elmer Lamb's throat, and
the latter shot McQuon three times. It is be-
lieved both men are mortally injured At
Cairo, a farmer named William Sanders
fatally wounded Enoch Ballentlne. a Wabash
brakoraan. ----- — ̂  - -
The Connett brothers, of St. Joseph,
Mo., held property valued at $2,000,000
Four of the family have taken their
own lives, and W. S. Connett died last
week in an in fane asylum at Cincinnati....
Near Belleville, HI., Henry Pabst shot Mary
Hammer because she refused to marry him,
and left her dead. Pabst was followed by a
posse. One of the officers cautiously ap-
proached from behind, sprang upon Pabst
and tried to pinion bis bands to bis side. The
murderer released one of his hands, turned
his revolver over bis shoulder on tbo officer,
and fired. The latter struck the pistol, and
tho ball went through Pabst's neck, killing
him ioBtantly. '
The sixth, seventh and eighth days
of the Emma Bond case, at Hillsboro, 111.,
wore unproductive of any new or startling
developments, the time being largely oocunled
by arguments of counsel touching ihe admis-
sibility of certain ovldonce. Judge Thornton,
loadlngcounsel for thedofense,mado a motion
for the discharge of Clemontl and Pettis, on
tbo ground, as he claimed, that no testimony
had been elicited implicating them in the
crime, and pressed his motion upon the court
with a powerful argument Judge Philips,
however, refused to view the matter In the
same light that the defendants' able counsel
looked at it, and decided to let the case be11
passed upon by the Jury. The ninth and
tenth days were devoted principally to the
efforts of the defense to establish an alibi,
dementi, one of the defendants, first told his
story, which was a very straightforward and
apparently truthful one. He accounted
clearly for his whereabouts and movements
on the day of tho commission of the crime.
Pettis corroborated dementi's narrative—
the two, according to their testimony, having
passed the day together at the Pettis bouse,
and the whole Pettis family reinforced the
defense by corroborating the story of the two
defendants.
The authorities of Yincennes, Ind.,
captured four persons engaged in the manu-
facture or circulation of counterfeit money,
one of them being a saloon-keeper owning
considerable real estate. .. .The Supremo
court of Michigan has sustained the verdict
of $20,000 for libel obtained by Prof. Donald
MacLean against the Detroit Neics.
THE SOUTH.
A dispatch from Austin, Tex., refer-
ring to the recent report that a suit is soon
to be brought Id the United •States Court of
Claims to recover the value of slaves eman-
cipated during the war says: “Gov. Ireland,
Attorney General Templeton, and several
prominent lawyers consulted by the reporter
scout the idea that Texas has any more claim
on the Federal Government than any other
Southern State. They consider the scheme a
very foolish one, and that if anybody is en-
gaged in it, which is regarded as doubtf ul, it
is for political purposes.”
A mail coach, containing several
passengers, was robbed near Brownwood,
Tex., by a single highwayman. >
Guilford Soon, colored, was hanged
at Kinston, N. C., for a criminal assault in
May last on Mrs. Elizabeth Jones.
During the late unpleasantness a Fed-
eral soldier aimed at a hog In a Southern
cornfield, and hit a contraband who was
stealing roasting ears. The darky has for-
warded to his Congressman a claim for a pen-
skm, which has been placed on file..... Jerry
Cox (colored) was hanged for murder at
Georgetown, S. C. He protested his inno-
cence on the scaffold. James Taylor, a negro
murderer, was hanged in the presence of
3,000 people at Giddings, Tex.
WASHINGTON.
Washington telegram: There can no
longer be any question as to the position of
Senators Mahone and Riddleberger with re-
spect to the Republicans. They voted with
the Republicans on tfee first division of par-
ties that came up. and are not likely hereafter
to voto with the Democrats upon any politi-
cal question. Mahone and Riddleberger
in private conversation speak of the
future of the Republican party as If their
own personal hopes and political fortunes
were identified with Its success.... Positive
denial comes from Indianapolis of the rumor
that Gov. Hendricks has gone to Europe to
sock medical advice. It is stated that his
health is robust
There was a large meeting at Ford’s
opera-house, under the auspices of the Clan-
nu-Guel, to express, in the words of the call,
“ American opinion and feeling in regard to
the Judicial murder of Patrick O’Donnell by
the British authorities." Congressman Rob-
inson, of New York, presided, and speeches,
abounding in fiery denunciation of the Brit-
ish, were made by Congressmen Finerty,
Calkins and Bclford.
The Forty-eighth Congress bids fair
to outstrip all its predecessors in the matter
of the introduction of bills. There have
already been introduced 2.729 bills and Joint
resolutions, of which 864 bills and 23 resolu-
tions wore offered In the Senate, and 1,762
bills and 62 Joint resolutions in the House.
* * POLITICAL.
By a strict party vote of 23 to 11 the
Virginia Senate has decided that it«lone bos
the right to issue writs for special elections,
those sent out under the Governor’s seal be-
ing declared void. Elections had already
been held under the Governor's warrant,
when the Democrats generally refrained from
voting.
The Democrats of Louisiana, at their
State convention, renominated Gov. McEnory
and State Treasurer Burke
The Colored National committee
met at Washington and appointed delegates
to tbo National convention at Richmond,
Va., in July next. Each Congressional dis-
trict was allowed two delegates each to every
one Representative.
The following proclamation in regard
to the celebration of tho 100th anniversary
of Washington's surrender of his commission
was issued by the President Dec. 21:
WliRRRAF, Both houses of Congress did, on
the 20th iast .. request the commemoration of the
23<! Inst, ns the KKith anniversary of the sur-
render by George Washington, at Annapolis, of
his commission as Commandrr-ln-Chiet of the
patriot forces of America; and
Whereas, It Is tutting that this memorable
act, which not only signalized the termina'lon
of the heroic struggle of seven years tor indc-
ixmdencc, but also manifested Washington'*
devotion to the great principle that ours is a
civic government of and by the people, should
\y. generally observed throughout the United
States :
Now, therefore, I, Chester A. Arthur, Presi-
dent of the United States, do hereby recom-
mend that either by aupronriate exercises
in connection wi& religious exercises on
Dec. 23, or by such public observance
as may l>e decided proper on Monday, Dec.
24, this signal event in the history of American
lilicrty be commemorated, and, farther, 1 hereby
direct that at 12 o'clock noon Monday next a
national salute be fired from all the forta
throughout the country.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my
hand and caused the seal of the United States
to be aflixed. Done tbfH2lst day of Dererrlicr, in
the year of onr Lord one thonsand tight hun-
dred and eluhty-threc, and of the independence
of the United Stales ihe one hundred andeighth. Chester a Arthur.
GENERAL. .
The week’s business failures : Cohen
ham, groceries, Terrell, Tex., liabilities
$25,000; James Sutherland, produce, Owen
Sound, Ontario, liabilities $180,000; Robert
Given & Co., dry goods, Des Moines, Iowa; D.
A. Drury, shoe manufacturer, Spencer,
Mass., liabilities $80,000; G. F.
Wood, lumber, St. John, N. B., liabilities,
$250,000; West A Sweeney, paper manufact-
urers, North East, Pa.; D. M. A E. G. Hal-
bert, dry goods, Binghamton, N. Y., liabili-
ties, $400,000; Lane A Son, grain brokers,
New York, liabilities, $850,000: Mark Smith,
clothing, Erie, Pa., liabilities, $12,000; J.
Livornois, fruit importer, Montreal, liabilities
$78,000; H. R. Jones, banker, De Pere,
Wls„ liabilities, $50,000; Saltier Broth-
ers, clothing, St. Paul, liabilities $80,000: W.
P. A A. M. Parsons, builders, New York, lia-
bilities $500,000; McKinney Sc Horn, notions,
Philadelphia, liabilities $35,000: Goodwillle,
Wyman A Co., printing presses, Boston, lia-
bilities, $50,000; P. & M. Raymond, wholesale
grocers, Fargo, D. T., liabilities $50,000;
George McDowell & Co., wholesale stationers,
Philadelphia; the Beaver Lumber company,
Yamachiche, Quebec, liabilities $108,000; O.
A. Newson, real estate, Columbus, Ind., lia-
bilities $27,000; W. P. Metcalf, broker, and the
American Carpet Lining Company, Boston;
Sheldon Sc Co., millinery, Bloomington, 111.,
liabilities, $10,000; the Enterprise Machine
company, Geneva, Ohio, liabilities $70,000;
George W. Craig, dry goods, Montreal, Cana-
da, liabilities $70,000.
A railway accident, remarkable for
the absence of serious casualties, happened
near Cameron, W. Va., on the Baltimore and
Ohio. A crowded passenger train, drawn by
two locomotives, left the track, and two en-
gines, the baggage and mail ears, and five
coaches went rattling down a bill-side,
“ scattering the travelers in all direc-
tions." It is said that only two people
were seriously hurt. The rest were
simply cut, biuised aud scared .....
Gen. Grant has received a cablegram from
Paris, announcing the completion of tho Bar-
tholdi statue. . . .The cantalevor bridge across
Niagara river was last week tested by run-
ning upon it twenty locomotives and twenty-
four loaded irravel cars, and there was no
visible deflection. The trial was witnessed
by 10,000 persona. .
The City of Mexico has been the
scene of a serious riot. Great popular odium
attaches to tbe nickel coins now in circula-
tion there. This feeling made itself manifest
when President Gonzalez appeared on the
plaza, and he was subjected to insults and
rude treatment. Business was suspended.
Mexican troops quelled tho disturbance by
making a charge upon and firing blank cart-
ridges into tbe mob. Diaz walked abroad
and was cheered. The dispatches, however,
declare that no revolution is probable....
Nfiv. 28 the American schooner 8. J. Watts,
of Philadelphia, was boarded off Port-au-
Prince by a Haytien warship’s commander,
who threatened to shoot captalu and crew if
the ship’s papers were not correct Every-
thing being found all right, the Haytien said
he was Capt. Cooper, son of Roal Admiral
Cooper, of tbe United States navy ____ Business
failures In the United States tho past week
numbered 280, 31 more than for the preced-
ing week, and an increase of 44 over the oor-
responding period in 1882.... Tho striking
engineers of the Canadian Pacific road offered
to return to work In a body, but Superintend-
ent Egan refused to reinstate men who
deserted their trains on tho road.
FOREIGN.
Joseph Poole, who was executed in
Dublin, met death without flinching, and left
no public statement. Kinney, Poole's
victim, was killed because he was
giving information to the police con-
cerning the Phoenix Park murders...*.
Sensational reports come from London that
the detectives of Scotland Yard have discov-
ered half a score of conspiracies alleged
to, have been set on foot for
tbo destruction of almost all the
public buildings in the metropolis
Baker Pasha is to have supreme control in
the Soudan. The Khedive is, very naturally,
yearning for peace, and hns instructed the
new leader to endeavor to conciliate the
tribes before resorting to force. . . .The nary
yard, several houses, and a training brig at
Lisbon burned. Loss, $500, 000.... Informer
Coleman swore at Cork that the Mayo con-
spirators plotted murder while attending
mass.
Madame Colombier, who was a
member of Sara Bernhardt's dramati c com
pany upon the occasion of her American
tour, wrote and recently published in Paris a
scandalous book, in which tho noted actress
was unmercifully lampooned. The otberday
tbo Bernhardt attacked and Horsewhipped the
authoress. One duel has already grown out
of tbe affair, and others will probably follow.
...Chief Mampocr was led naked to the scaf-
fold at Pretoria. The first rope broke. A
second attempt to kill tbo condemned South
African was successful.
A Paris cablegram says: There ia
still much excitement in theatrical circles
over tbe attack made upon Marie Colombier
by Sarah Bernhardt. Feeling runs high, and
there are advocates for both parties. Bern
hardt publishes a card to the following effect:
To Mr Friends the Public: I cbaatlscd
Marie Colombier because she insulted me. When
she was in want I bronght her to America and
she shared my profits, She has deceived mo. I
gave bqr gold. She gave mo calnmny. Sha
called me "Sazah Bantam." I am not a Jumbo.
Then I gave her the lash. She weighs Joo pounds;
I weigh seventy-five pounds. But she ran be-
fore me— this vile, ungrateful woman, this
woman whom I have befriended- this Colombier
who was nothing until she met Sarah. I have
done with her. I did not chastise her for adver-
tising purposes. Sabah Bernhardt.
Kerrigan, the informer, whose test!
mony aided In bringing to Justice the wretches
who massacred tbe Huddy family because
they bad been innocent witnesses of tbe
Lough Mask murder, has been himself assassi-
nated in Cong, County Mayo. He lived in an
iron hut. A farmer recently returned to
Ireland was also killed near Galway, by
Invlnciblcp ..... Advices from the seat of war
in Tonquin are to tho effect that a French
force of 7,000 men, Admiral Corbet com-
manding. captured the principal outposts of
Sontay, two outworks, and surrounded tbe
citadel. Tbo French lost 200 men and fifteen
officers ..... All rumors of plots against Glad-
stone are declared without foundation by tbe
London police.... England is sending to Egypt
all the soldiers who cun bo put into tbe regi-
ments now there.
An immense strike has been inaugu-
rated by the Lancashire cotton operatives,
14,000 men having left their work....8ont*7
was stormed by tbe French on Sunday, Deo.
$0, and during that night it was evacuated.
The French forces lost fifteen men and had
sixty wounded..,.. A Romo dispatch snys
tbe American prelates while at Rome
dry goods, Rock Island. 111., liabilities $15,000;
Louis Rothberg, clothing, Denver, Colo.,
liabilities $35,000; E. Barusch, clothing.
Cadillac, Mich., liabilities $10,000; Tyler Sc
Frost, shoe manufacturers, Lynn, Mass.;
toe Henry Buggy company, Freeport,
HI.; Joseph Mullet, woolen roanufactr
urer. F^st Brookfield, Mass.; R. C.
Wickham A Co., bankers, Tioga,
Pa., liabilities $80,000; P. Sullivan,
ladies’ shoos, Cincinnati, liabilities $83,000;
C. A. Davis, wall paper, Cincinnati, liabilities
$25,000; Slack & Gavriil, blanket manufact-
urers, Kushville, 111., liabitities $70,000;
Blumenthal Brothers, general store,
Palestine, Tex., liabilities $35,000; Claj Old-
ADDITIONAL NEWS.
Prince Bismarck is urging that tho
Emperor ' of Austria shall visit tho King of
Italy to give’ external confirmation of the
triple alliance. If the programme is carried
out the Emperor of Austria and the King of
Spain will meet in Rome in tho spring, and
the King of Italy and the Emperor of Ger-
many at Berlin.... King Humbert and the
Italian officials are represented as being very
much annoyed at the German Crown Prince's
recent visit to tho Vatican. Tbe Italian mon-
arch is reported to have said that although
the Crown Prince staid at his palate
as his guest it was solely the
Pope that attracted him to Rome....
The workingmen of Derby presented Glad-
stone with an address, * h ch was accompanied
by a porcelain service. In his reply he ex-
pressed the hope that the question of ex-
tending the right of suffrage would soon bo
presented to Parliament.... Tho Ulema of
Mecca and other Moslem dignitaries of Arabia
have assured the Sultan of Turkey that the
Arabians will continue loyal to him. and that
they will have nothing to do with the False
Prophet. . . .In the French Chamber, M. Perk
was victorious on the pork question, the re-
sult of which will be the withdrawal of the
decree, recently published, permitting the
Importation of American meats....
Since tbe visit of the German Crown Prince
to the Pope, the Eighth corps of the German
army has been placed In command of Gen.
von Loe, a Catholic. . . .Fifteen students were
burned to death In a Jewish school at Galata,
a suburb of Constantinople'.... Lotta ap-
peared for the first time in London last week,
and was hissed and guyed unmercifully. The
London critics are very severe on the Ameri-
can actress.
The ship Minnie M. Watts, which
sailed from New York for San Francisco
the 12th of last May with a cargo of railroad
Iron, has not been heard from since she
passed Cape Horn, and itJs feared that the
vessel and cargo have been lost. . . .Because
of apathy shown in mission work in. the
Northwest the Baptists of Manitoba propose
to separate from their brethren of Eastern
Canada and unite with the American Baptist
church, whose earnest work in this connec-
tion is commended.
It is 'believed that at least 3,000
miles of wire fence have been destroyed in
Texas by tbe small herders, Coleman and
Brown counties suffering the most One
man owns an inclosed tract thirty miles
square, , and a corporation has 286 miles of
wire fence ..... Bob Younger, one of the
Jesse James gang, has been captured in Ala-
bama upon a requisition from the Governor
of Missouri ..... A family of emigrants, con-
sisting of six persons, were drowned while
attempting to cross a 'swollen stream In
Logan county, Ark.
Frank James gave bail at Kansas
City in the sum of $3,000, and was set free.
The Governor of Missouri has requested Sen-
ator Vest to secure at Washington a suspen-
sion of the Federal capias in the ease, as the
State prosecutions will be continued with vig-
or.... Railroad travel and telegraphic com-
munication were seriously impeded by the
snow-storm of last week.
At the New England society’s ban-
quet in Philadelphia, after President Arthur
had responded to a toast, and while Secretary
Chandler was speaking of the American
Steamship company as being the only line of
foreign-going craft bearing the American
flag. Mr. Shortrldge, a Director of that com-
pany, arose and said the corporation was ne-
gotiating for the sale of their steamers, as
they could not be run with profit under the
stars and stripes, but could be under En-
gland's ensign.
Judge Wylie, of the Washington
Criminal court, rendered a decision In the
case of ex-Senator Spencor, charged with
contempt of court in failing to appear in the
star-route trial. Tbe Judge held that the
subpeena was not a subpoena because there
was no penalty to it; that it had been im-
properly served and returned, and therefore
he held the case was not one of contempt,
and discharged the prisoner. •
KILLING OF CABEI.
Inside Facts Regarding the As-
sassination.
It has become the fashion in France
for sniciders to enter a restaurant, call
for and eat and drink the best, and
blow their brains out before paying the
bill. The restaurant-keepers don’t like
the fashion. Thev say they don’t mind
the. loss of the bill, but it gives others
the impression that the charges are so
outrageous that the deceased preferred
to die rather than ppy them.




Beeves ........................ $5.50 @ 7.25
Hoos .................... @ 6.00
Flour— Superfine ...... ... ..... 4.00 @ 6.75
Wheat— No. 2 Chicago. @ 1.10
No. 2 Red ..... ........ 1.13 @ 1.15
Corn— No. 2 ............. @ .67
Oats— No. 2. ............ @ .41
Pork— 'Mess ..................... 14.50 @15.25
Lard ................... @ .09*
CHICAGO.
BEEVES-Good to Fancy Steera . . 6.00 @7.00
Common to Fair. ....... 8.25 @ 6.00
Medium to Fair ........ 8.00 @6.60
HOOS; ............................ 6.00 @ 6.50
Flour -Fancy White Winter Ex 8.25 @ 5.50
Good to Choice Spr’g Ex 5.00 @ 6.50
Wheat— No. 2 Spring ............. 97
No. 2 Red Winter ....... 1.00
.98
1.02
Corn No. 2 ..................... @ .62
Oath— No. 2. ..................... .33 I .34*
Rye— No. 2 ....................... .69 @ .60
Barley— No 2 ................... .66 @ .67
Butter— Choice Creamery ...... .32 @ .85
Eoos— Fresh. .................... .27 @ .28
Pork— Mess ......................13.25 @13.75
Labd .......... ................... .0«*4@ .09
MILWAUKEE.
Wheat-No. 2 .................... .96 @ .97
Cohn— No. 2 ...................... .58 @ .69
Oats— No. 2 ............... . ..... . .33 @ .34
@ .59
Barley— No 2 .................... .62 @ .63
Pork— Mesa ......................14.00 @14.50
Labd .............................8.50 @ 9.00
ST. LOUIS.
Wheait-No. 2 Red ............... 1.02 @ 1.04
COBN-Mlxed .................... .48 @ .49
Oath No. 2 ............... .30 @ .32
.54 4 .65
Pobk— Mess ......................14.25 @14.75
Labd ............................. .08)44 .09
CINCINNATL
Wheat — No. 2 Red ............... 1.04 @ LOS
One bf the Avenger’s Counsel Reveals
the Motive for the Crime. /<
[From the Chicago Daily News]
The following extract from a letter written
by one of O'Donneirs counsel will be read
with Nlterest. In connection with the trial
there are foots given which have not hereto-
fore been published: ’
At last tbe truth may be told of the killing
of James Carey. It was not to be told as
long as a shadow of a chance remained to
prevent the sacrifice of a patriot's life for
that of the Infamous wretch whom he de-
liberately swept off the earth. . For TPjfrlck
O’Donnell did deliberately kill James Carey,
and he deliberately killed him because he was
James Carey. There was no struggle. Carey
made no attack on O’Donnell. O’Donnell
never set up the pfea of self-defense. Had
he been permitted to tell the truth tho flimsy
subterfuge of self-defense would never have
detracted from au act he considered merito-
rious In the sight of God and man. He know
the consequences of the act and would have
manfully accepted them.
Had Judge Denman permitted him to speak
before pronouncing sentence, as he was
bound by the law to do, O’Donnell would then
have told the whole truth and vindicated him-
self. His savage denunciation of tho British
crown while the offloere of the. court stifled
his words and dragged hlth from the dock to
his cell, were not tbe furious whining of a
coward, but the frenzy of a baffled and honest
man, who, having deliberately done what ho
considered a duty, and for which he was per-
fectly indifferent to death, had been com-
pelled, against his will, to occupy an ignoble
attitude, and a ho burned to escape from mis-
taken advisers.
I convey to the Daily News, on the highest
possible authority, the true story of tho kill-
ing of Carey and the events which have made
up the train of its consequences.
O'Donnell did not know Carey on the voy-
age from England to the Cape. He was not a
member of any society. He was merely a
rolling stone. He had wandered restlessly
over many parts of the American States, in-
capable of peaceful residence. He had moved
about in Ireland, and spent some time in
England. With no definite aim ho was going
to Australia. Nervous and restless, almost
to the verge of insanity, indifferent to natural
ties, and reckless of his actions, he took with
him for companion an unfortunate who was
neither maid nor wife, a fact sufficient to
show that be hod not gone on a coiptnlesion
of vengeance whose fulfillment would fill tho
world with his name and turn the fiercest
glare of notoriety on his character and habits.
He had an unascertained consti-
tutional disease which at times de-
prived him of some mental faculties
and all but paralyzed his will. The circula-
tion of his blood was so unevon in his left
aide that the left arm was frequently palsied,
and he had learned the use of an electric
battery which, when found in bis possession
after the tragedy, was promptly thrown over-
board as an infernal machine. Bo unstrung
was his nervous system that it was absolutely
necessary for him to abstain from alcoholic
liquors, which he bad not tasted for two
years. He was a Donnegal peasant, tall and
strapping, but feeble nervously, rude, and
unable to read or write. But be bad learned
the truth that every peasant th Ireland knows
—the truth of tbe ruin of his native laud
and the degradation of Its people by
England. He knew that tbe latest instru-
ment of that ruin and degradation was the
monster James Carey. He had no sus-
picion that the man with whom he had played
cards and drank an occasional glasS of beer '
was this monster. But the news was ahead
of the ship, and a local paper at the Cape
contained an excited article denouncing the
government for polluting Australia with the
wretch. O’Donnell heard this article read
and was shown a wood-cut of Carey, whom
he at onoe recognized. He instantly.resolved
to kill Carey, out of sheer Instinctive sense of
duty as an Irishman. On the impulse of the
resolution he said to the man who bad shown
him the wood-cut ‘Til kill him!” as was
sworn on the trial. O’Donnell forgot the
man and incident and Cubbitt's appearance
was a surprise.
From the moment he formed his purpose be
never wavered in it But he Knew it would
got be easy to kill Carey, and he could not
afford to make the attempt and fall. Carey
was well armed, vigilant and susplciouf.
O'Donnell determined to ship with him to
Port Elizabeth, go with to the farm Carey
had told him he was going to take, and then,
without concealment of purpose or motive,
show that there was no spot on which an
Irish Informer would be safe. O’Donnell be-
came nervous and excited. In a reckless
hope of calming himself he drank, the morn-
ing of the fatal day, a glass of whisky. It
robbed him of self-control. He was not
intoxicated, but his discretion was gone.
Finding himself suddenly alone with Carey
and his traveling companion he could
not resist the desire to kill him at
onoe. Carey, with lightning quickness, per-
ceived his danger. Tbe two Irishmen glow-
ered at each other. Carey hissed: “Do yon
know me?" O’Donnell hissed back’: “I do.
You are Carey, the Informer. To hell with
you!" The bullet sped with the words, and
the deed was done. Carey clutched his own
revolver, but it was too late. O’Donnell dis-
charged a second shot and a third to make
sure of his work, and Carey rolled to the
deck. No human eyes saw tbe encounter ex-
cept O’Donnell's companion, who threw her
arms around him and filled the ship with her
cries. He had weakly told her that morning
his determination to kill Carey, and that he
would be hanged for it When Mrs. Carey
reached the scene O’Donnell said to her: “ I
had to do it,” meaning simply that he felt it
to be his duty as an Irishman to kill the
wretch who had sworn away innocent lives
and enticed honest men to the gallows. His
silence remained thereafter unbroken.
& Kocnigheim, gents' fumfshiog goods, San agreed upon an attitude to be adopt
Antonio7Tex., iTablHlto $75,000; J. Lev^, ** lowai-tT the Fenians in America...,.
Corn ............................. 53!5@ .64*
Oats ........................ ..... ® •»}
RlE ............. . .................. 60 @ .61
Pork— Mess ...................... 14.25 @15.00
BOYCOTTING A NEWSPAPER.
A Novel Plan to Diminish the New York
Tribune's Revenues.
[New York Telegram.]
The Trades Union Council has taken up the
printers' fight in the Tribune office, and has
issued notices to all the theater managers that
union men will boycott theaters advertising
in the Tribune. Co-operative will be
asked of every trades union organization
In the country to further the follow-
ing scheme: Many leading papers in
America have branch business offices or news
bureaus in the Tribune blinding, occupying
the greater part of the immense structure,
and an effort will be made to have them move
out through the influenoes brought to bear
Lard ... .'.V.'.V.V ’. '. ! ” 7. ! ! ! oe*@ .’o8M ' on the home offices through the local trades
Ten of tbe Glascow dynamite Fenians were
found guilty ft Edinburgh. FWe wore sen-
fenced to life-terms of Imprisonment and five
got seven years each.... Tro remains of De
Long and his comrades of the ill-fated Jean-
nette expedition reached Irkutsk, Siberia, and
were borne in procession, escorted by troops
and a large concourse of people. Wreaths
were placed upon tho coffins, and poems wers
distributed describing tho party’s exploits.,.*
Certain indications are not wanting that E)
Mahdi'a army 'will fade away. The rebels
are fighting among themselves, and two oi
th» leaders are on their way to Khartoum to
tender their services to the Khedive. It i|
also announced that the King of Abyssinia
v,ai begun war in Egypt.
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President O’Donnell, of the Typographical
union, admitted the existence of some such
scheme when he said to a reporter: “We
haven't got through with the Tribune yet,
and before we do we will have your office
moved out of the building."
PERSONS AND THINGS*
A man with a stitch in his side can only
feel so-so.
A DAILY medical journal has been started
in Paris.
In Florida they run the defendant out of




Aemiral Porter has perpetrated a
good thing. He speak of the American
navy os consisting mainly of “officers
and water.” Right.
Justice Hunt, who retired from the
bench of the United States Supreme
Court last year, in what was then sup-
posed to be an almost hopelessly para
lyzed condition, is much ' improved,
mentally and bodily.
A 15-year-old lad in Georgetown,
Del., recently won a wager by eating a
raw A# No. 1 mackerel just taken from
the brine keg. The fish measured
14x7 inches, and it required a gallon of
water to allay the boy’s thirst after he
had eaten it.
vented an agitation of the subject. It is
suggested that suitable burial-places
might be prepared on the Metairie
Ridge by thorough drainage. It will be
strange if the advocates of cremation
do not contribute many arguments to
this discussion.
The report of the Public Works De-
partment for the city of Paris, from
1872 to 1881, has just been issued,
showing what has been expended on the
beautifying and cleansing of the city
during that period. The cost of new
works has been in round numbers, 398,-
000,000 francs, and that of keeping
them up is estimated at 256,000,000
francs, being a total of 654,000,000
francs.
Frank A. Chester is one of the live-
liest young dudes of New York. Frank
not only dresses in the height of
fashion, but smokes cigarettes, imbibes
fancy drinks, and plays billiards with
the best of the youth about town. A
policeman who saunters along Broad-
way has frequently seen Frank, and
fcome peculiarity of the young swell in-
duced him to ask a question or two.
The result of the interview was the
escorting of Frank to the police station*
There it was revealed that Frank was
really Mrs. Frances de Nyse, a widow
of 25, a native of New Orleans, who has
resided in New York for some time.
The police judge before whom she was
arraigned, on learning that her con-
duct had not been at all disorderly,
said to her : ‘T cannot hold you.
There is no law forbidding you to dress
os you please, provided you keep within
the bounds of common decency.” The
prisoner, who had been not the least
embarrassed, bowed her acknowledg-
ments and leisurely walked out of court
swinging her cane with a jaunty air.
Simon Garson, a farmer in Sedalia,
Mo., missed small sums of money several
times during the past three months, but
could not understand how any one could
break into his house without leaving
some marks of having been there. One
night last week, however, he dreamed
that one of his servant girls was the
culprit, and that the money would be
found concealed in the mattress of her
bed. The next day he had it torn open
and searched, when he found that his
dream was true. The girl is now in
jail. 1
One of the most remarkable case's of
suicide that have occurred of late years
is recorded in a San Francisco paper?
Miss Dolly St. Clair, aged 14, pre-
ferred a young mans company to
eating, and it was two hours after the
regular dinner-time when she made her
appearance at the table. Her father
first scolded her and finally threshed
her, whereupon the young Miss walked
to another part of the house, took a
revolver from a bureau drawer and shot
herself, inflicting injuries which will
undoubtedly prove fatal.
Wilkie Collins, when working reg-
ularly. writes about 1,200 words a day,
covering with them three large pages of
letter-paper. He writes slowly, and
cuts and scratches, and rewrites and
interlines, and add sentences in the
margin, and sprinkles blots every-
where, until the manuscript looks like
a Chinese puzzle in a nightmare. Near-
ing the end of the book he gets excited
and scribbles atfay like a madman,
writing for twelve and fourteen hours
at a stretch without stopping save now
and then- to jump around on the floor
and act out the situations.
• According to the Lancet, “brain ten-
aion is not a proof of strength, but of
weakness. The knit brow, straining
eyes, and fixed attention of the scholars
are not tokens of power, but of effort
The intellectual man with a strong
mind does his brain work easily. Tem-
aion is friction, and the moment the
toil of a growing brain becomes labor-
ious it should cease. We are, unfortu-
nately, so accustomed to see brain
work done with effort that we have
come to associate effort with work, and
to regard tension as something tolera-
ble, if not natural. As a matter of fact
no man should ever knit his brow as he
thinks, or in any way evince effort as
he works. The best brain work is done
easily, with a calm spirit, an equable
temper, and in jaunty mood. All else
is the toil of a weak or ill-developed
brain-straining to accomplish a task
which is relatively too great for it.”
The people of New Orleans have be-
gun to discuss, from a sanitary point of
view, the existing mode of disposing of
their dead with a degree of earnestness
which warrants the hope that it will
lead to a reform. The location of New
Orleans and the nature of the soil origi-
nally forbade interment within the oity
limits, and the use of vaults wholly
above ground has been retained to the
present day, and even allowed in the
heart of the oity. The unhealthfulness
of this system, especially in such a eli-
minate, is apparent, but hitherto the nat-
ural aversion to innovations involving
the last offices for the dead has pre-
The official report made by the late
General Emory Upton to the War De-
partment gives some reliable figures as
to the actual strength of the Chinese
army. He Axes the cavalary force at
87,000; infantry in the field, 195,000;
infantry in garrison, 320,000; giving a
total in these two arms of 602,000, and
assumes from this that the maximum
of troops in an emergency may be reck-
oned at 1,000,000 men. This, however,
is to a certain extent an organization on
paper, and in time of war the ranks
have to be filled from the shops and
fields, as officers are allowed to give
their soldiers indefinite leave. He
further asserts that the army is as back-
ward in its tactics as in its armament,
and that the drills and movements^ which,
which ho witnessed were but travesties.
General Upton devotes considerable
space to the troops defending Pekin, the
Capital, who may lie regarded as the
flower of the Chinese army. While four
battalions of the infantry are partially
instructed in European tactics and
armed with mnzzle-loaders of Russian
make, the great majority of them carry
bows, arrows, spears, and gingals, a
matchlock six feet long ' which requires
two men to handle, one of them being
used as a support for the clumsy
weapon. Two divisions of the cavalry
are armed with carbines and chassepots,
but the rest carry the gingals. The ar-
tillery use small brass smooth-bores
and swivels. As to the general charac-
ter of the Chinese soldiers he says:
“Though naturally brave, and in the
northern part of the Empire handy and
muscular, he is little more than a man
with a musket. No care has been taken
to train him or to give him pride in his
profession; neither can such a spirit be
inculcated while the officers are suffered
to remain ignorant and indolent." Since
the report of General Upton was made,
how about fife years, China has made
some advance in adapting the arms to
the standard of European progress, but
from the best authorities we can find it
is not likely that there are over 50,000
men in her vast army drilled, disci-
plined, and armed after the European
methods.
SUGtiESTIOKS 01 VALUE.
For ordinary wood-work, use whit-
ing and ammonia to rub the dirt off.
Copperas mixed with the whitewash
upon the cellar walls will keep vermin
away.
Ceilings that have been smoked by
a kerosene lamp should be washed off
with soda water.
Hellebore sprinkled on the floor at
night destroys cockroaches ; they eat it
and are poisoned.
Good fires should be kept up during
house-cleaning time, even though the
doors and windows be kept open.
Drain pipes and all places that are
sour or impure maybe cleansed with
lime water, copperas water or corbolio
acid.
Salt liberally sprinkled over a carpet
before sweeping, will absorb the dust
and dirt, and bring out the colors as
fresh as new.
A -little chloride of lime, dissolved
in warm water, and left in a lamp or
can, which has held kerosene, will deo-
dorize it very soon.
If stove polish is mixed with very
strong soap suds the lustre appears im-
mediately, consequently there is less
dust to breathe and blacken.
Paper and plaster are active absorb-
ents, and when they become thoroughly
saturated with various effluvia, nothing
but entire renewal will cleanse them, v
If the wall about the stove has been
smoked by the stove, cover the black
patches with gum shellac, and they will
not strike through either paint or calci-
mine.
Carpets should be thoroughly beaten
on the wrong side first, and then on the
right, after which spots may be re-
moved bythe use of ox-gall or ammo-
nia and water.
Papered walls are cleaned by being
wiped down with a flannel cloth tied
over a broom or brush. Then cut off a
thick piece of stale broad with the crust
on, and rub them down with this. Be-
gin at the top and go straight down.
Furniture needs cleaning as much as
other woodwork. It may be washed
with warm soap suds, quickly wiped dry
and then rubbed dry with an oily cloth.
To polish it, rub with rotten stone and
sweet Oil. Cleau off the oil and polish
with chamois skin.
Thick brown paper should belaid
under carpets if the patent lining is not
to be had ; it saves the wear of the fab-
ric and prevents the inroads of moths,
ch, however, will seldom give
trouble if salt is sprinkled around the




A Duel the Remit of the Soandalmu
AflUr.
[Gable dispatch from Paris.]
The scandal of the day Is the appearance of
a book called “Memoirs of Sarah Barnum,"
by Mile. Marie Colombier, who write* what
purports to be the memoirs of Sarah Bern-
hardt, the authoress’ ex-frlend and directress
during her tour In America. Marie Oolom-
bier begins with Sarah Bernhardt in the
cradle, drags her whole life through the mire,
and winds up a tolerable aot-dfoant prophecy
where Sarah la represented dying and laving
cut open her head and face from striking the
bedstead during an attack of delirium tre-
mens.
The first outcome of this abominable book
was a duel yesterday morning between Octave
Mirabeau, who wrote a scathing orltclsm of
the volume, and M. Paul Bonnetain, who
wrote the preface to the memoirs. M. Bon-
netain received two slight wounds. M. Bon-
netalu’s seconds were Prince Karageorge*
vltch and the Marquis do Talleyrand. The
duel begun In the morning by the men was
continued in the afternoon by the women,
and under the most unique circumstances.
Mdme. Sarah Bernhardt went In the morn-
ing to see M. Clement, Oommlssaire aux Del-
egations Judldares, to find out whether tho
law did not give her the right to seize tho
book and stop ita sale. She was told that she
must first take legal proceedings and await
the decision of the Judges.
Sarah, with her blood thoroughly aroused
and too impatient to wait for legal technical-
ities to suppress the book, took Justice Into
her own hands and sallied ferth, armed, not
with a sword, nor a revolver, nor a mltratUe,
but with a plain stout horsewhip. Sarah
drove straight to the apartments of Marie
Colombier. At the moment of her departure
Sarah, boiling over with fury, did not conceal
what she meant to do, and her friends present
MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.
Bat Crrr has expended 9100,000 on stone
roads.
Tan first ante-mortem will has been pro-
baled In Branch county.
L. B. Kendall, of Kalamazoo and Denver,
Is in Old Mexico figuring in mines. .
A new breed of porkers, called Bed Jerseys,
have been Introduced at Kalamasoo.
A large number of the State papers are
calling for the establishment of capital pun-
ishment.
A fast picker in an Adrian establishment
strips a chicken of Its feathers tn twenty
seconds.
Michigan has the smallest city and the
largest village In the world— Dowagtao and
Kalamazoo.
The new library building of Michigan uni-
vcsrslty at Ann Arbor has a capacity of W0,-
030 volumes.
The Diamond Match company, at Ontona-
gon, have thirteen lumber camps and 800
men at work.
There Is 18,000,000 feet of lumber on the
docks at Manistique, three times as much as
was left over last year.
Wages In tho lumber woods range from $12
to $24 per month and board, and, at present,
work cannot bo found for all the men.
William Ramsey, of Saginaw City, mis-
took his brother for a burglar, and inflicted
upon him wounds from which he died In half
an hour.
The “checkered front," one of Bay City’s
oldest landmarks, burned. The loss was
small. Some thirty years ago this was the
only store In Bay City.
Jack Phelps was convicted at Corunna
for tho murder of Martin Brophy, Phelps
and another man enticed Brophy to a se-
cluded spot and robbed and murdered him.
There were 2,882,168 barrels of salt InWO L DUO U1UI&UW IU uu uu uui atiuiiuo — -- -- - -- » --- ----
—namely: Mile. Antolnine,Mme. Jean Ruche- , iipecied this inspection yo»r, which ended
pill, aim iKUIUUi liutei It l MW *• — — - ^
a woman's anger begins, but not at all where
It ends— also Jumped into a carriage and fol-
lowed Sarah. Arrived at the Rue Thanu,
Sarah went up tho staircase and rang the
bell. The moment the servant opened the
door she darted Into the salon and found her-
self face to face with Marie Colombier.
The two women for an instant eyed each
other, then like a hungry tigress Sarah sprang
at Marie Colombier, vociferating murderous
epithets, and lashed her adversary straight
across thh face with her horsewhip. Mile.
Cylombler shrieked with pain and rage. She
was not alone, for M. Jehan Soudan and Mile.
Defresnes happened to be visiting her. M.
Jehan Soudan burst into the room to separata
the two women. He tried to seize Sarah
In his arms to hold her down, but at the same
_ 1, wbiob was 420,000 less than last year,
but greater than any other year except 1882*
According to the statute of Mlohlgan,
medical, surgical and dental practitioners
who did not register With the County Clerk
prior to or on Deo. flth are prohibited from
practicing tbolr profession under penalty.
Alfred Dkmond, living about four miles
from Ooldwater, went Into the pantry to HU
his pipe, and dropped insensible on the fl(Ar
and soon eapired. Heart disease Is supposed
to have been the cause. He was 63 year* of
age.
Hon. James Laird, who represent* thomni IO n iu n  UUWU UUVBl nu nmna — 
moment M. Jeon Riobepin, who had Just ar- second Nebraska district In Congress, la a
SHwaSHS— rr. = rirr.-:
ting her with the whip. M. Maurice | a member t>f the Sixteenth Michigan in-
Tennyson’s Birthplace.
There is a place called Somersby, in
Lincolnshire, where an old white rec-
tory stands on the slope of a hill, and
the winding lanes are shadowed by tall
ashes and elm-trees, and where two
brooks meet at the bottom of the glebe
field. It is a place far away from us in
silence and in distance, lying upon the
“ridged wolds.” They bound the hori-
zon of the rectory garden, whence they
are to be seen flowing to meet the sky.
I have never known Somersby, but I
have often heard it described, and the
pastoral country all. about, and the
quiet, scattered homes. One can pic-
ture the rectory to one’s self with some-
thing of a monastic sweetness and
qniot ; an ancient Norman cross is stand-
ing in the church-yard, and perhaps
there is still a sound in the air of the
bleating of flocks. It all comes before
one as one reads the sketch of Tenny-
son's native place in the “Homes and
Haunts of the British Poets the vil-
lage not far from the fens, “in a pretty
pastoral district of sloping hills and
large ash-trees ..... The little glen in
the neighborhood called by the old
monkish name of Holywell." Mr. Ten-
nyson sometimes speaks of this glen,
which he remembers white with snow-
drops in the season ; and who will not
recall the exquisite invocation :
“Come from the woods that belt the gray hill-
side,
The seven elms, the poplars four
That stand beside my father's door,
And chiefly from the brook that loves
To purl o'er matted cress and ribbed sand,
Or dimple in the dark of rushy ooves. . . .
01 hither lead thv feetl
Pour round mine ears the livelong bleat
hardt, M. Kerbernhardt and Mile. Antoinlne
arrived upon the scene of the drama. Mile.
Colombier turned and fled, Sarah pursuing.
The wild chase continued into one room
and out of another, nobody being able
to stop them, Sarah and her victim
Jumping over chairs and tables and
dashing into a thousand pieces mirrors,
etageres, and pictures, Sarah all the time
whipping Marie., At ‘last Mile. Colombier
managed to escape by the servants' stairway.
Sarah Bernhardt, utterly exhausted but re-
venged, withdrew. In passing through the
front door, Sarah showed her horsewhip to
the concierge, saying; “ Marshal Canrobcrt
gave It to me, but I glvo It to Milo. Colora-
hier as a souvenir.” An hour later Surah
Bernhardt played her role at the Theatre
Porte Saint Martin in the dress rehearsal for
“Nana Saib.”
The Hair a Tell-Tale.
In Japan much may b6 read from the
arrangement of a woman’s hair. That
of my friend, the teacher, told that she
was a widow and never meant to marry
again. The age and sex of a baby may
be known by the tuft In the back of the
neck, or the ring around the crown, or
the bunch left in front while all the
rest is shaven. A girl of 8 or 9 has her
hair made into a bow on tho back, and
wound round with red crape, while the
front is shaved bare and bangs dangle
at the sides. A voung lady combs hers
high in front and arranges it as a but-
terfly on the back of her head, plumaged
with gold or silver cord and gay hair-
pins of gilt balls. Some very stylish
voting ladies prefer to have their back
hair resemble a half-open fan instead
of a butterfly. A married woman must
keep the waterfall style, while a widow
who is willing to think of matrimony
wears her ha& tied and twisted around WUITemu
a long shell hairpin placed horizontally i 911,118.
across the back of the head. But when
a widow resolves never to, change her
name again she cuts off her hair short
on the neck and combs it back without
any parting. This is the way my new
friend, the teacher, wears hen.— Phila-
delphia Call
Of the thidk-fleeced sheep from wattled folds,
Upon the ridaed wolds."
—Mrs. Thackeray- Ritchie, in Uarpet’e Mag-
azine. _ __________
Population in Germany.
During the quinquennial per < d 1875-
1880, notwithstanding commercial
depression, the census of the German
Empire showed an average increase in
population of about 500,000 souls.
Since 1880, however, according to sta-
tistics lately published, a contrary
movement has set in. The falling off,
however, » is somewhat unequally
divided; and in Prussia there is a slight
increase, amounting to about 8,000 or
9,000 persons in the Rhinish Provinces,
Westphalia, Saxony and Brandenburgh.
On the other hand, the Province of
MERCILESS OCEAN BALES.
Two More Vessels and Twenty-four
Lives Added to the List of Lost
[Dispatch from Gloucester, Maas.]
Two more vessels, with crews numbering
twenty-four persons, which sailed early in
November, are added to the long roll of those
which sank In the torriflo November gales
which* swept over the fishing banks. The
schooner George H. Pierson sailed
for George’s Bank, Nov. 8, witha crew of twelve men. The
lost are: Copt Patrick O'Neil, who leaves a
widow and three children: the cook, James
Ryan, and John Keogh, who leave widows;
John Keogh, William Brennan, John Conners,
Abner Larrabee, Isaac E. Isen, who leaves a
widow; WilUam Driscoll, Michael Ready,
James Galvin, who leaves a widow, and one
unknown. The vessel was otned by Cun-
ningham & Thompson and was Insured.
The sokooner Helen M. Davis sailed on a
fishing voyage to the western banks Nov. 17,
with a crew of fourteen men, two of whom,
Wesley Brown and Maynard Hiltz, were
swamped early In tho trip, while out In a dory
attending to the trawls, and Were picked up
and safely landed in Halifax, thus leaving
twelve who went down with tho schooner In
the gale. Their names are Capt Archie Mc-
Donald, William NutUng, Duncan McDonald,
Joseph MoMaster, Victorious McDonald, Jef-
frey Dooney, James Murphy, Augustus Hiltz,
Alexander Scanlan, Edward Collers, Allen
MoLane, one unknown. They wore mostly
young men and natives of Capo Breton. The
vessel was owned by George Dennis, and was
The above vessels Increase the loss by the
November gales to nine vessels and 116 men,
which, added to three vessels lost in the Au-
gust gale, makes a total of twelve vessels and
149 men, leaving, as far as yet ascertained,
thirty-four widows and thirty-eight fatherlees
children.
SMALL talk.
Posen is said to havb lost 87,780. East-
ern Prussia 31,614, and Pomerania 22,-
322. The diminution in Bavaria has
been more considerable. Ont of a pop-
ulation of 5,284,778 inhabitants, which
Bavaria possessed at the end of 1880,
there is now a loss of 23,186; while
urt burg has lost 14,052 ont of
There is an unfortunate disposition
in a man to attend much more to the
faults of his oompanions, which offend
him, than to their perfections, which
please bim.—Qrepill&
One of the most striking features of
modern French life is the rapid increase
of insanity, the number of oases of
which, and especially those induced by
alcoholism, is becoming larger each
year. Daring 1882 there were 13,434
admissions into the asylums, of whioh
10,184 were new cases, the total num-
ber under treatment in the year being
58,760, in which about 27,000 were men
and 81,000 women, showing that females
ar* the most liable to the disease.
Mrs. Jerubha Stowell, of Peru, Mass., is
66 years of age. Recently she fell and frac-
tured her hip.
The wealth of Massachusetts, as assessed
for tax purpoaes, Is $1,781, 297, 061, an increase
of $47,000,000 on the valuation of 1882.
William E. Brockwat, the forger, began
life as an apprentice In a Job printing office
In New Haven thirty years ago or a little
over.
Gen. Neal Dow, of Maine, has Just re-
ceived from au ex-Confederate soldier a pis-
tol which was taken from him when he was
captured during the rebellion.
Cleanliness may be next to godliness, but
it Isn't as healthful as dirt. Pittsburgh, the
dirtiest city In the country, Is also the healths
eat. Death rate 16.2 per 1,000 last year.
Ons purpose whioh Mr. Kasson has tn re-
tiring from pnbllo life Is to devote himself
more closely to Uterature. He finds It (in-
fantry.
There Is a vacancy in the Naval Academy
to be filled from the Tooth Congressional dir
trlot, and Congressman Hatch announces
that he will receive applications from eligible
boys till March 20, the examination to take
place early In April
Gen. Thorp is smoking a mammoth and
oomfortable-looklng meersham, whioh is a
relic of the war. It was captured by Charlie
Ifcinham, and was formorlR^he property of
old Jubal Early, with whom Bherldan had a
picnic a few years ago.— Cadillac Netto.
“ Humph 1” said the checked-trousered,
plug-hatted, wide side-whiskered commercial
drummer. “City of Straits, indeed) Very
appropriate. There's leu mixed drinks taken
here, according to my experience, than in
any town of tho size that I have wandered in.
Docs tho full weight of this Joko dawn on
you ? "—Free Prest.
As the express went thundering through
Denton, the other morning, a little boy
named Frankie Paterson, about 8 years of
age, stepped on the track about three yards
ahead of the engine, when Clyde McLeod,
seeing the danger, rushed to his resoue, and
succeeded, at tho peril of bis own life, In
snatching the Iktle fellow from a horrible
death.
Only a few years ago there was a young
man employed by the Lake Shore and Mich-
gan Southern railway as freight agent at
Ooldwater. He attended very cloeely to bus-
iness, increased the road's receipts at that
station with unusual rapidity, and sent in re-
ports that were models of accuracy and neat-
neu. Now he Is General Superintendent of
the great Lake Shore railway system.
One of the defunct Industries of Detroit
Is tho manufacture of dog dll, which, It Is
only fair to say, never reached colossal pro-
portions. It was made by a man named
Blakely, under arrangements with the
guardians of the dog-pound, and was pur-
chased chiefly by veterinary surgeons, who
used It in tho compounding of a liniment
But $8 a gallon is all that they would pay for
It, and at that price the business did not
prosper. It might be supposed that the dogs
of Detroit would breathe freer now that this
enterprise has collapsed, but In reality It
makes little difforenoe to them, for they were
always drowned before their surrender to
Mr. Blakely.
The American Field regrets the greaS de-
struction of deer in Mlohlgan. It says: “To
think that the hordes of brutal gamo butchers
should be allowed to, unmolested, satiate
their accursed greed and exterminate the
deer is not only annoying but disgusting.
Vet what can be expected otherwise when
one portion of the people of a State par-
ticipates In It and another portion sanottons
it? As we mentioned some time since, the
Mlohlgan Sportmen's Association, tired of
supporting by individual expepse the Game
Constable, called him in. No doubt a
thousand voices can be heard to denounce
this slaughter, but that Is all they will do.
All are ready to give their 'moral support,’
but that docs not defray expenses, nor does
it prove any Interest in the cause. The man
for us is he who gives substantial support to
a cause. It Is to be regretted that there are
B i 10 meraui no iw im  - , . 4 t ..
possible to do this and to properly attend to not more of such in Michigan to assist the
tho duties of a Congressman.
George Grimshaw, of Langlade county,
Wls., who Is represented to be 164 years old,
last year cleared the Umber from an acre of
bard-wood land, and during the summer
raised 180 bushels of potatoes.
Michigan Sportmen’s Association In their
noble effortsto save the game; but In Mich-
igan, as in every other State, the 'mural sup-
porters’ and the brutal game butchers sire In
the large majority.’*
m,
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WILLIAM H. ROGERS, Editor.
Saiukday, December 29, 1883.
Gen. Innes, the Michigan Railroad
commissioner, in his. report has this to
say of the C. & W. M. R’y abandon-
ing the railroad between Nunlca and this
city: “It becomes a grave question for
consideration whether a company, having
once constructed a line of railroad under
the franchises granted it by the state, and
opened it for the public use, and by its lo-
cation through a district of country in-
duced people to make settlements, to build
towns and to invest large sums of money
with the expectation that the railroad was
• permanent improvement from which the
advantages usual to railroads, were sure to
be realized can, of its own pleasure, aban-
don its road, take up the track, and leave
the people and business communities on
its line without the facilities to which
good faith and frequently large contribu-
tions of material aid entitle them. If a
street or public highway once opened and
dedicated to the public use by the private
owners of laud cannot be vacated without
due process of law, there would seem to
be still stronger reasons why « great public
use like a railroad should not be aban-
doned by the corporation that built it,
without full indemnity to the people dam-
aged by such abandonment. ( The ques-
tion will be brought to the attention of the
court by the attorney general.”
Hudsonville Items,
Ann a long silence, canted by pressure of
other matters, I take this opportunity to chronicle
a few of the events which have lately transpired in
and aronnd oar little village.
Wk. B. Linacbe and Wm. Burnett have been
quite alck but are now rocovering.
Thb Good Templars have rented Grange Ball
where they will “bold forth” on every Thursday
evening.
•Wn understand that a Lodge of Good Templars
has lately been organised to bold meetings In the
Ball of Georgetown Grange.
Mrs. 8. A. White, of Wyoming, mother of Mrs.
Wm. Whipple, Jr., of this place, died on Dec. 9,
after an illness of nearly three weeks.
Hujmonville Lodge, No. 346, 1. 0. 0. F. will In-
stall its offleere Wednesday evening, Jan. 80. The
fraiernitjp are cordially invited to attend.
Dooa have been doing considerable damage to
ehcep in this vicinity within the put few days.
Mr. H. E. Hudson, S. B. Whipple, II. H. Chamber-
lin, and Wm. Whipple, Jr., being among the suf-
ferers. If our farmers would administer more fre-
quent doses of cold lead to the miserable curs that
are oftener abroad than at home, sheep won la cer-
tainly be safer, and In most cases the owners ol
the dogs would be beuefitied thereby.
A partt of twenty-three ladies and gentlemen
of Hudsonvtlle, together with smaller parties from
Grandville and Jenisonvllle, made a social pH
upon Mr, and Mrs. G. A. Roberta on Saturday
evening last. Each and every one of the party is
enthuslutic over their reception and entertain-
ment by the host and his estimable lady, and
especially the splendid reput ol which they were
invited to partake. All nnitein pronouncing it
one of the most enjoyable occasions of the season.
•U.”
Zeeland Items,
Dr. and Mks. McK. Best spent Christtnu in
Grand Rapids with their brother. Dr. L. E. Best.
Bone of oor citizens ore quite Indignant about
the wholesale poisoning of dogs that has been go-
ing on here lately. Some “unprincipled cuss” is
wrecking his veugeacce on the poor Innocent
“pnrps” instead of working It off In the regular
course of bis Iniquity.
One of the moat brilliant social events of this
season. In this locality, took place at the residence
of Mr. J.den Berdenn last Tuesday, Christmas
Day. The occulou was the marriage of Miss
Christina den Heroer to Mr. A. Lahula. principal
of onr Public School. At an early hoar in the
evening the ceremony wu performed by the Rev.
Mr. Kremer In the presence of some seventy-five
of tb« Invited friends of the bride sod groom. The
evening wu then spent, by the yonng people, in
eocial enjoyment and all present attest to having
enjoyed the occasion very much. On the follow-
lag day, Wednesday, a reception wu given, In ac-
cordance with the custom in this locality, to the
“old folks.” On both occuions, those present
were regaled with an excellent repast. The pres-
ents received by the happy couple were both na-
meroas and costly. The many friends of Mr. and
Mrs. Labnis wish them long life and continned
happiness. We understand that Mr. Labnis and
wife will occupy the residence lately vacated by
Mr. G. Vyn. , V
Church Itcu^^wdth thn trrio—
First Reformed Church, Rev. N. M.
Steffens, Pastor. Services at 0:80 a. tn.,
and2p.ni. Sunday School 8:30. Weekly
prayer meetinu with the Third Reformed
Church, on Thursday, at 7:30. and Bible
Exixwilion on ‘Wednesday 7:30 p. m.
Subjects: Morning, "The preciousness
of the name Jesus.” Afternoon, “Simeon's
joy over the* birth of Christ.”
Hope Reformed Church— Services «i
10:80 a. m.t and 7 :8»> p. m. Preaching by
the Pastor, Rev. Thomas Walker Jones
Subjects: Morning, “The inner witness.1’
Evening, “The closing year.” Con-
gregational Ringing led by the chorus
elmir. Anthems morning and evening.
All are welcyme.
Third Reformed Church— Rev. D.
Broek, Pastor. Bert lot* at 0:80, a. m.,
and 2 p. m. Sunday School at 8:45.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80.
-grijcclii Morning, “Responsibility tor
the possession of the truth.” Afternoon,
“The parable of the barren fig tree.”
First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor. —
Services at 0 a.m., undl:80p. m. Sun-
day school at 8:15. Missionary sermon at
7. Wednesday evening, explication* of
the Bible, omitted. Subject: Morning,
“The incarnation of Outre Son, or fruit of
Father’s love.” Afternoon, “The mission
IGikI’s Son at the just appointed time.”
• Monday evening at 7 o’clock.
: “Transient and incorruptible
wm Tuesday morning, “ In the
name of the Father and of the Son and of
the Holy Ghost.”
Holland Christian Ref. Church— Rev.
J. A. De Bruyn, Pastor. Services at 9:80
a. m., 2 and 7:30 p. m.
Methodist Episcopal Church’— Rev. T. T.
George, Pastor. Services at 10:80 a. tn.,
and 7:30 p. m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7 :80.
“Historical Day”— Memorial and his-
torical services, with responsive reading,
and appropriate music, morning and
evening. All the seals are free.
Buofclen's Arnica Salre.
The greatest medical wonder of the
world. Warranted to speedily cure Burns,
Bruises, Cuts, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Cancers, Piles, Chilblaina, Corns,
Tetter, Chapped Hands, and all skin erup-
tions, guaranteed to cure in every Instance,
or money refunded. 85 cents per box. A




After having completed our repairs and
changes we are now prepared to furnish
flour to the public that will give entire sat
isfaclion, we guaranieo it to be the best
and purest ever put in the market. Every
sack we will warrant, if pul up in our own
sacks and branded “Purity, new process
flour, City Mills.” »
47it. BECKER &BEUKEMA.
A large assortment of smoking setts.
A nice variety of genuine meerschaum
pipes, cigar cates, cheap and high priced
ones. Cigars sold by the box or thousand,at JOHN PEBSINK’S.
PHOTOGRAPHS.
I desire to inform the people of Holland
and vicinity that I am, with enlarged fa-
cilities, making first-class photographs, at
very reasonable figures I am also enabled
to copy and enlarge pictures to any size
desired and will guarantee satisfaction.
I have a large and elegant slock of Pic-
ture Frames, Mats, Albums, and a nice as-
sortment of velvet covered cabinet and
panel frames, which I will sell at very low
figures. Give me a call and see my slock
before making your Holiday presents.
A. M. BURGESS.
Holland,' Mich., Dec. 20, ’88. 46-2 w.
Christmas is coming and the old
Gentleman Santa Claus has already been
in town. He has taken headquarters with
Pessink again, the best and cheapest place
in the city, all kinds of Toys, Albums,
Picture Bonks, Harmonicas, Paint Boxes,
A. B. C. Blocks, Desks and Work Boxes,
Smoking Bets, Italian and Japanese Work,
very fine, Toilet Bets, Vaccs of different
Colors, Chimes, Tiu Horses and Wagons,
Ware and China Dolls, Doll Heads, and
Doll Bodies, an immense lot o( them,
Fancy Cops and Saucers, Shell Work, real
beauties. Come in and look at our goods.
It will pay you to purchase of us, as we
keep the largest and most complete stock
in the city. We are able to sell cheaper
than our neighbors. Special prices given
to those who intend buying presents for










To Builders and Contract-
ors of Water Works.
Cmr of Holland, )
>,1883. fDecember 20th
Sealed proposals will be received by the
Common Council of the City of Holland,
Michigan, until the 29th day of January,
1884. at 12 o'clock noon, for the putting
in of a system of Water Works in and lor
the City of Holland, Michigan, to include
the following material, be the same more
or less: 1,760 leet of 8 Inch pipe, 5,610
feet of 6 inch pipe, 15,150 feet of 4 inch
pipe, special castings, 80 bydranU with








and all other Winter Goods
At Prices that will Astonish
you all.
-A full line of-
German Knitting Yarns.
A fresh stock of
G-rooeries
always on hand.
G. VAN PUTTEN & SONS.
Holland, Mich., Dec. 12, 1888.
MANHOOD
10W LIST! BOWBEO!
JasttonblUhed.a new edititn of DR. CULVER-
16 CELEBWELL' RATED ESSAY on the radical
care of Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weaanesa, In-
voluntary Seminal louses, Impotency, Mental
and Physical Incapacity, Impedimenta to .Mar
rlage, etc.; also Consumption. Epilepsy, and Fits,
Indm
Ac.
laced by seil-lndaigehce, or sexual extravagance
The celebrated author, in this admirable essay,
clearly demonstrates from a thirty years’ success-
ful practice, that the alarming consequences ofr r
Self-abuse may be radically cured; pointing out a
mode of core at once simple, certain, and effect-
ual, by means of which every sufferer, no matter
what his condition may r>e, may care himself
cheaply, privately, and radically.
EfTThis Lecture should be in the hands of
every youth and every man in the land.
Sentunderseal, in a plain envelope, to any ad-
dress, post-paid, on receipt of six cents or two
postage stamps. Address
The Culver well Medical- Co.,
P.O.BoxV8^St"N*WY0rk’Klrt
a week at home, $5.00 outfit free. Pay ab-
solutely sure. No risk. Capital not re-
quired. Reader, if you waut business at
which persons of either sex, young or old.
can make great pay all the time they work, with
absolute certainty, write for particulars to H. Ual-
lett A Co., Portland, Maine.
HARDWARE!
frost ni\x>f jackets, one 8- inch gate, nine
h gates, seventeen 4 inch gates,6 inc I  gate
boxes; also boilers and pumping machio-
erv capable of pumping one and one-half
illion gallons per 24 hours, and the lay-
ing of mains and doing mII other work,
according to |)lims and specifications
which can lie seen aj the City Clerk’s of-
fice on and alter the 5th day of January,1884. 7
Proposals to be addressed to the City
Clerk of the City of Holland, Michigan,
endorsed “Proposals for Water Works.”
The Common Council reserves the
right to reject any and all bids.
W. H. BEACH, Mayor.
Gko H. Sipp, City Clerk. '
Succwaon- to W. C. MKLIH.
Are now doing buMlnc»«i* nt the • Id aland, oppoeitf
the puat ofilc*'.




of the latest and best doJgnv.
A full and comi|i!cte sum* of
Happy Hew Tear.
FAXMIMG JHl'LRMENTS
COPPER, TIN. AND IRONWARE,
PAINTS, OILS, WHITE LEAD,
CARPENTERS’ TOOLS, SA8H AND
GLASS, ETOTTETC., ETC.
For Holiday Presents,
3STBW “STEAK, GIVE US A CALL.
and Christmas Cards,




Opposite Van Roalte’fi shoo store, will furnish you with any article you may wish in
- the line of
JDinxg’S and ]\A: eciioin.es
Low Prices as any Dealer in the State.
Bring your Physician’s Prescriptions to us if you wish to haye them prepared
promptly and carefully and at moderate prices.
We also carry a full stock of
BRUSHES, PAINTS. OILS, AND VARNISHES,
and are agents for the Sherwln Williams Prepared Paints.
KREMRR8 & BANGS,
Holland. Mich., Oct. 10th, 1883. 16-ly.
AYER’S
Sarsaparilla
cures Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Rheuma-
tic Gout, General Debility, Catarrh, and
all disorders caused by a thin and impover-
ished, or corrupted, condition of the blood ;
expelling the blood-poisons from the system,
enriching and renewing the blood, and re-
storing its vitalizing power.
During a long period of unparalleled use-
fulness, Ayer’s Sarsaparilla has proven
its perfect adaptation to the core of all dis-
eases originating in poor blood and weakened
vitality. It is a highly concentrated ex-
tract of Sarsaparilla and other blood-
purifying roots, combined with Iodide
of Potaaelnm and Iron, and is the safest,
most reliable, and roost economical blood-
purifier and blood-food that can bo used.
Inflammatory Rheumatism Cared.
“ Aybr’s Sarsaparilla has cured me of
the Inflammatory Rheumatism, with which
1 have suffered for many yean.
w. H. Moor*.”
Durham, la., March 2, 1882.
“Eight yean ago I had an attack of
Rheumatism so severe that 1 could not
move from the bed, or dreea, without help.
1 tried several remedies without much If
auy relief, until I took Ayer’s Sarsapa-
rilla, by the use of two bottles of which I
wss completely cured. I have not been
troubled with the Rheumatism since.
Have sold large quantities of your
Sarsaparilla, and it still retains its
wonderful popularity. The many notable
cures it has effected in this vicinity con-
vince me that it is the best blood medicine
ever offered to the public.
E. F. Harris.”
River St., Duekland, Mass:, May 13, 1881
“Last March I was so weak from
help. Folio
al debility that 1 eould not walk
gener-
without
wing the advice of a friend, I
taking Atrr’s Sarsaparilla,commenced
and before I had used three bottles I felt
as well as I ever did in my life. I 'have
been at work now for two months, and
think yonr Sarsaparilla the greatest
blood medicine In the world.
James Maynard.”
620 West 42d 8t., New York, July 19, 1882.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla cures Scrofula
and all Scrofulous Complaints, Erysip-
elas, Enema, Ringworm, Blotches,
Sores, Bolls, Tnmors, and Eruptions of
the Skin. It clears the blood of all Impuri-
ties, aids digestion, stimulates the action of
the bowels, and thus restores vitality and
strengthens the whole system.
PREPARED BY
Dr. J. C. Ayer&Co., Lowell, Mass.
Sold by all Druggists; price fit, six bottles, |6.
GOOD NEWS!
for all st the CLOTHING STORE of
J. W. B0SMAN.
On account of the poor cmp(> this year I will sell
at greatly
wanted for The Lives of all the
Presidents of the U. 8. The
largest, handsomest best book
ever sold for less thamtwlceoar
price. The fastest selling book In America. Im-
mense profits to agents. All Intelligent people
want It. Auy one can become a successful agent.





Silnmrs, PlaWian, ui Fucy Book
Gold and Silver Watches at. Rea-
sonable Prices,
The largest assortment of
DIAMOND RINGS
ever dlsplsyed in this City.
I also keep on hand a large assortment of
SPECTACLES
—and a —
FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.
All the Goods are warranted
to be just as represented.
Come and examine our stock. N
trouble to show Goods.
0. BREYMAN.
Holland, Mich., Jan. 1, 1882. 48-lr
A PRIZE.
Send six cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
of goods which will help you
to more money right away
than anything else in this world. All. of either
sex, succeed from first hour. The broad road to
(online opens before the workers, absolutely sure.
At once address, Truk A Co., Angnsta, Maine.
YOU CANNOT DO BETTER TRAN CALL AT
E. HEROLD’S
-‘-for yonr-
BOOTS - & SHOES
Yon will always find a well selected j*tockJ of
Ladies and Gentlemens -
REDDCED PRICES!
giving au extra discount to all wnu
MOW IS THE TIME FOR GOOD BARGAINS.
3. W. BOSMAN.
Holland, Mi< h., Oct. 10. 1883. M-8m.
Fine Shoes, Boots, and
Slippers.
Repairing neatly and promptly
done.
CALL AND SEE US
NO. 46, EIGHTH STREET.
E.HEROLD.





action to the Lived
.nd relieve all bil-
ious trouble*.
finlf Vlfitltti; XoMplaf. Prl«e28o. AUOrogfMii
1883. FALL AND WINTER. 1884.
We promise prompt and gentlemanly treatment
d cood bargains, to all who trade with os.
CLOAKINGS AND FANCY GOODS
BONNETS. HATS- FEATHERS.
POMPONS, BIRDS’ WINGS. ORNAMENTS, LACES, NECK-
WEAR, VELVET. SATIN, MOURNING
GOODS. CRAPE. * ^
Clunking, Fur Trimming, Circular*, Ulslera, Dolmans, Jackets.
Infants’ Clonk* and Clothing » Specialty.
Zephyr, Hoode, Wonted, Yarn, Canvas, Etc.
p 4# ' 1  !!,V' ••«?
JOHINGS.
Wai yonr Obrlitmu a merry one! •
We wish all the readers of the News
'A Happy New Year."
Mr. J. D. and G. A. Kanters
home spending the holidays.
The employes of the Standard Roller
Mills each received a turkey on Christ-
mas.
Db. Wm. Van Puttrn is “laid up”
with injuries received from a fall On last
Thursday evening.
The Church at Bbenezer was dedicated
last Thursday. Revs. Steffens, Broek,
and Lepoltak officiated.
Rumor has it that some important
changes will be made among the officials
of the Chicago and West Mich. R’y on
January 1st.
We understand that Miss Jennie Ran-
ters and her friends wil watch the ‘‘old
year out, aj.d the now year in” on next
Monday evening.
Tuic solos of Mr. J. Gnithan and Chas.
Sweet at the party in Lyceum Hall Thurs-





Johnnie Duursbma, of Fremont, is
visiting in this city.
- The Amuumtnt Miror is the name of
a new paper printed at Jackon.
Mr. Ed. Mete, of Texas, is visiting his
parents and friends in this city.
Oh New Years day the post office will
be open from 10 to 12 a. m. and from 2 to
4p. m.
Beba and Pete Lbdbboer spent
Christmas with friends and relatives in
this city.
The young people of Rev. N. M. Stef-
fens' congregation presented him with a
gold watch on Christmas Day.
A. Sicf, proprietor of the urewery In
this city, has enlarged his building, built
a ucw cellar, and added a new •boiler to
his institution.
D., R. Mkenos, one of our River Street
druggists, who ’is studying medicine in
Chicago, spent Christmas with his family
in this city.
The speaker of the house— your mother-
in-law.
The members of Squires & Guitban’s
orchestra unanimously decided that it Is "a
good tibg*’ to come to Holland to play.
A Christmas Tree at the Methodist
Church last Monday Evening, Christmas
Eve, brought happiness to the hearts of
the little ones of that congregation.
The importance of the eating house at
the Chicago and West Michigan R’y depot
in this city is dally increasing. The fast
train south stops here regularly for din-
ner now.
The Saturday Evening M, which now
appears as a temperance paper, goes at its
work in a masterly manner. In the last
issue it says: “The Pott is not the organ
of the Prohibition party but of the tem-
perance people as a whole.”
R. Van Heuwijnen, who has been in
the employ of R. Kanters & Sons in Chi-
cago during the paxt year, waa in town '
this week making bis many friends a visit.
Mr. L. SriiiETsMA, oldest son of Mr. S.
Sprietsma, who is employed In Chicago,
is spending the holidays with his parents
and friends in this city.
Our farmers fear that there will be a
light crop of wheat next year. The seed
on the ground being so small that it has a
poor chance of coming out healthy in the
spring.
A twelve year old son of Mr. W. Van
dea Berg, who lives a few miles from
this city oear Hamilton, was kicked by
a horse last week Friday. The boy died
on Monday morning last.
We notice that "our boys" still persist
in "catching on" the sleighs of the farm*
era who come to town. Boys, there is an
ordinance, passed by the “city fathers,"
prohibiting this practice, and our marshal
is obliged to enforce it. Look out.
A fire alarm was sounded last Tuesday
evening. The cause waa a small blaze at
the tannery of the Cappon & Bertsch
Leather Company. The fire was prompt-
ly extinguished by means of the steam
pomp and the hose belonging to the
tannery .
Last Thursday evening Mr. D. W. Mc-
Jolly Hi. Robinson and Postmaster
Sherwood, of Breedsville, were in atten-
dance at the Masonic party on Thursday
evening. Come again “boys." ^
List of letters remaining In the Post
Office at Holland, Mich., Dec. 27, 1883:
Mrs. Delia Hughes and Albert C. Muon.
Wm. Vkrbeee, P. M.
The Supreme Court affirmed the decis-
ion of the lower court iu the libel suit of
Donald McLean, of our State University,
against the Detroit Evening Ne\ot. Me
Lean secures $20,000 damages.
Mrs. Stretch, of Grand Haven, th
widow of Capt. E. Stretch, of the lost
steamer H. C. Akeley, received a Christmas
present of $594 from friends of her bus*
band in Chicago and Grand Haven. /
O. J. VAN DUREN, W. VAN DER VEF.RE.
City Meat Market,
VAN DUREN &C0., Prop's
Having lately re opened the “CltyMfit Market*
In tke Pint Ward, we kindly Invite the dtlaena
of this city to gtye na a “call.” .
We intend to keep oar market supplied with the
beat and choiceat menu that can be procured.
Genuine Cyclone
la going on In the atock of
Dry Goods & Groceries,
at the atore of
B. WYNHOFF,
Dress Goods, Table Linens,
Skirts, Hosiery, White Goods,
Etc,, in endless variety.




Miss Rosa Doyle will entertain a few
of her friends on New Years’ Eve at the
residence of her parents Mr. and Mrs. P.
J. Doyle. To watch the old year out and
the new year in will undoubtedly be the
mission of the young people.
^The telephone furnishes a great deal of
M.rtln slipped snd fell on the sidewsll/ amusemept for our young people. This
netr the post office and broke the smsll 'vcek ‘ P*r* ftf ‘'lhe bo'f8 8 P™0'
hone of hi. right leg near the ankle JoJ ucal joke on two yonog ladles who were
Dr. R. B. Beat waa called sod reduced thl i‘[nor8nl “ 10 ,Ue “se anli °f
fracture and report, that “Web.” will l4 lhe "ra‘clllne’' We w111 kccP <*u l!l’ bul
arouod again in a short time. <«fira we m89t h8VI;-
On Christmas Eve the sabbath schools
of Hope Church, the Third Reformed,
and of the First Church, commemorated
the event with exercises suited to the
occasion. The Churches were all haud-
somely decorated and gave evidence of
the care and trouble that bad been taken
to make the edifices as pleasant to be-
hold as possible.
The Christmas music given Inst Sab-
bath by the chorus choir of Hope Re-
formed Church was fioely rendered and
fully appreciated. Large congregations
were present morning and evening. The
•electiona mentioned in our last issue were
all sung. Each one was excellent and
Adapted to stir up sentiments In keeping
with the day. The organ voluntaries
were also well executed.
Gbrrit Timmek, of North Uollan
who wassolouliy shot in Grand Rapid
by one McPhillips, died last Sunda
morning. Hia body was brought to this
city Sunday night and from here taken to
the home of bis brothers. The funeral
took place Thursday afternoon last. Mc-
Phillipe, the murderer, has awoke to the
enormity of his crime and is completely
ovcrcciue with grief. Hq has
Sam Clay as his attorney.
In another column our readers will
notice an advertisement of Messrs.
Becker A Beukema, proprietors of the
City Mills. The City Mills have been
undergoing a thorough overhauling with-
in the last few months and arc now
manufacturing a first-class grade of flour.
Be tun you obtain their “Purity.”
There will be a union service on Old
Year’s eve, Monday, of the First and
Third Reformed Churches in the College
Chapel. A sermon will be preached by
Rev. D. Broek. The same churches will
also bold a union service on New Year’s
morning in the Third Reformed Church,
when a sermon will be preached by Rev.
M. N. Steffens.
retaimjH d
he following is the completed list of
use of our citizens who have telephones
n their places of business or residences:
W. H. Rogers, Dr. R. B. Best, B. Van
Raulle, Walsh, De RooA Co., W. H. Beach
C. & W. M. freight depot, J. C. Post, J.
R. Kleyn, Kremers & Bangs, Dr. U. Kre
era’ residence, Cappon Sf Bertsch, P. H.
cBridc, Holland City Bank, City Hotel.
R. B. Best’s residence, G. Van Putten
Sons, H. Boone, C. & W. M passenger
)t.
Christmas was a lovely day with real
Christmas weather. Crisp frost under
foot, snow enough to make good sleigh
ing and bracing air not loo*cold for com-
fort were the extraordinary iuducemenls
that aliured ail who owned, or could hire,
The same opinion is expressed by all
that attended the Masonic party op
Thursday evening, which Is “that it was
a tine affair.” The crowd was jual large
enough not to overcrowd the hall. The
'• supper was said to be a good one, and the
rau>ic tery five. Squires & Guithan’s or-
a horse and cutter, to go sleighriding. ! cheHrn has a reputation among the dune-
The unusual activity this caused was the
indication of an ideal Christmas and went
to show that the people are able and dis
posed to fully enjoy its festivities nnd
kindly customs.
To-moukow will tie ‘'Historical Day”
~in tbo MctlnuliKt Church. The. day will
be observed by ail the M. E. Churches
in Western Michigan as such, in accord-
ance with n resolution of the Michigan
Conference of the church, which sets
wside Hie last Lord's day of each year lor
this purpose. It is designed to be •
counterpart of “Children's Day.” In the
church of this dty appropriate services
will tic held. The church has been
tastily decorated for the occasion. A
monument, broken ofl, has been erected
within the chancel, In memory of depart-
ing people ol this city, which no other or-
ganization of the kind can interfere with.
We are aUo informed that the receipts for
the evening were enough to defray all ex-
penses.
A lfjtkr from n prominent attorney in
Lansing informs > the Hon. Thos. B.
Church of this city that in those Re-
formed Church cases from this city and
Holland City, affirmed in the Supreme
Court recently hy the division of the
Court, Justices Cmdey and Graves favored
affirming the decisions Mow, and Jus-
tices Campbell an. I Sherwotid favored re-
versing theni. It also staled that elahor-
In our last issue we announced the re-
sult in the Supreme Court of the case of
The Consistory of the First Reformed
Church nod others, against Teunis Kep-
pel and others. We have obtained the
opinion filed by the court find present it
below. This case being one of more than
local importance we shall briefly refer to
its history. The case grew out of the ac-
tion of the society of the church at a
meeting held on February 27, 1882, at
which, by a vote of 86 to 18, the majority
of the memberd withdrew from the Re-
formed Church. The entire consistory
of the church favsrgd this action. The
minority,' cousidering themselves the so-
ciety of the church, presented charges
against the members of the consistory, to
the Classis of Holland; and that body
cited the eiders and deacons before it to
answer to the charges of public seism.
The consistory did not appear before the
classis and that body proceeded to try
them under the ecclesiastical aw of the
Reformed Church. The charges were
sustained and the classis deposed the
members of the consistory from their
offices. A new consistory was then elected
by the “minority," and these newly
elected officers demanded possession of
the church property from the old consis-
tory. Their demand was refused, and
suit was then, bronght in the circuit
court of Ottawa County, in chancery.
This case was decided by Judge Arnold
n favor of the defendants who represented
the “majority." The cpse was at once
appealed to the Supreme Court. An en-
tire day was spent in the argument before
that Court. The question involved in the
case bad never been passed upon by the
Supreme Court of this State; and the de-
cision was awaited with interest, as it
aflects the status of the property of
all religious societies incorporated under
the general law of the Stale. The coifrt
was equally divided upon the case, and,
without entering into a discussion of the
matter, filed the following opinion:
IN SUPREME COURT.
The Consistory of the First
Reformed Church, of Hol-
land
t*.
Teunis Keppkl, et. al.t
and
Weiorr W. Haisma, et. al.
M.
Lammkrt J. Hulst, et. al,
in these cases, after the fullest consid- \
eration, the members of tne Court find 1
themselves equally divided upon the quea- 1
lion of reversing the decrees appealed I
from/. and they must therefore stand af- ft
firmed, but without costs.
We deem it not improper to say under U
the circumstances, that in view of the
very peculiar facts, it Is on many very
obvious grounds desirable that the parties
to this deplorable litigation should make
earuest endeavor, hy any necessary con-
cession in matters of feeling, to restore
and perpetuate friendly and brotherly re-





Chas. C. Hopkins, Clerk.
Lansing, Dec. 21, 1888.
This is considered as settling the law,
in this State, in favor of the control of the
church properly of a society by a majority
ot its members and under the civil law;
and that the higher church judicatories
cannot control the action of a society or
its officers as to the temporal affairs of the
church. The solicitors for the respective
parties in this litigation have been: Messrs.
Stone & Hyde, of Grand Rapids, with
Charaplin & Moore, of Grand Rapids, and
Theodore and -Jaa. W. Romeyn, of De
troit as counsel for the plaintiffs; and for
the defendants Mr. J. C. Poet, of this city,
with Hon. W. B. Williams, of Allegan, of
counsel. In connection with this brief
history of this Case we deem it proper to
slate that the “minority” consider the
opinion a justification on their part of the
legal means instituted hy them to recover
to themselves, and to the denomination,
the church edifice which was erected as
denominational property. We learn from
reliable sources that the past is only a fair
tieginring of this contest, ana that It hss
been decided to commence another suit,
involving the same principles. It Is also
and can anpure our patrons that tho Laid pur
chased #f ns, ts perfectly pore nnd of lino quality.
G. J. VAN DUREN A CO.






King of ill Sewing Machines and the best In
the world.
Also agent for
Weber, Fischer, Decker & Son,





Please call, examine goods, and ascertain prices
and terms before purchasing elsewhere.
OKO.T. McULURK.
Cor. of Eleventh and River streets,17-ly Holland Mich
R. KANTERS & SONS
I have the agency in this city
for the celebrated
Needle Gas Lam;.
These lamps are a great im-
provement on all other lamps
both as to quantity of oil
used and the amount of light
which they give. Call and
see them.
Oooda delivered free of charge,
B. WYNHOFF.
Holland, Juno 14, 1888.
Holiday Goods
For bargains in Holiday Goods go to
BOOT & KRAMER,




which they have lost rogelved, and which will b«
sola at very low prices.
Our stock of
DRY GOODS
Jhas Just been replenished with a lino line of
Dress Goods, Flannels, Etc., Etc.
which wo soli at greatly reduced price*.
GIROOEIRIIES
We keep a full line of Groceries and Provisions
and deliver all orders for same treo of charge.





call the attention of all to the
J
FOR 1888.










DOME OM SHORT NOTICE.
DRESSINS BY CAR LOAD A SPECIALTY I
DtmmA Lumber Alwejr. oa Head.
Mm tj Ttlt}kt Promptlj Attniii it.
Mill opposite rreight depot, Hol-
land, Mich.
J. R. KLEYN,
Holland, Mkh., Nov. It. 1888. 4141.
Now is tho chance
for Farmers.
in design and operation. Wo request the
public to call and examine and
be convinced.
Th* “NEW IDEAL”
square coal stove proved a perfect success
last year and has not been altered.




Better wagon in everyway,
'and will not b« undersold by anyone.
Call and Examine.
Also keeps on hand a line of
We have an endless variety, all sizes and
Open and Top Buggies,
t
prices. Andafioeeluckof.
nle opinions on the subject Imd been pre-
pared, hut the Justice* on finding Hint the ; rumored that the numerous (i
Court was divided, did not hand them
down However, it is thought Him the
Remember we take pleasure in showing
- our goods and like to bare you
compare prices.
SQDARE AND SWELL BODY CDYTERS.
And a nk« assortment of Baggies for Partners
and Trodesmen aro on the way coming.
ed members of the congregation,
invited to attend.
Ail ure opinions will be made public — G. It.
' Eagle.
side the members of the “minority ai
sustaining them willi funds, and encou
age them to light this matter to the "bitter
1 end.’’ ;•
R. KANTERS & SONSi
Holland. Mich.. Sept. 20th, 1883.
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OVER THE ORCHARD FENCE.
It ’peft-ed tn mo I wa'nt no oae out In the field
to-d&r,
I. eorn^ow, couldn’t swing tho scirth^ nor toss
the new- mown hty,
sooner than I, would assist you in bring-
ing him to justice, but I am innocent.
I am a minister of the gospel, and live
in Little Rock. If you will stop at the
An’ so I thought I’d Jest sit here among tho sp- -iiext station and let me send a telegram
nib trees, . } . . . ]
To rest ftwhllo beneath the shade an* watch the
buixin bees.
Well, nol Cant say I’m tired, but I somehow
wanted rest,
To be awgjr from everything seemed sorter to bebest? . .
For everytime I go around where there is hn-
manlclnd,
\ kinder huuger after what I know I cannot
find.
It’ssinglar how In natur’ the sweet apple blos-
soms Ml,
The breexe It ’pears to know and pick the pnr-
tlest of ’email: 4 . , ,
It’s only rugged ones, perhsps, can stand agin
The frail and delicate are made too beautiful to
last
Why, right hero in the orchard, among the old-
I had a nice young apple tree jest startin’ out to
bear
An’ when the eldnoxlal storm oomc tearln’ ’cross
It to e^hatup, while to the rest it didn't do no
barm.
An' so you've been away a spell? Well, bow is
things in town?
Dare say it’s gettin' close and hot. To take it up
an’ down ,
I like the country best. I’m glad to see you rc
lookin' spry. . . . ... T
No.’ Things don’t do jest right with mo; I
scarcely can say why. t
Ob, yes! The crop is looking fair; I ve no right
to' complain; . . .
My corn runs well, an’ I have got a party stand
My hay iMdmost made; an’— Well, yes! Betsy?
She’a so so- ... t
Bhe never is as hearty as she ought to be, you
know.
The boys? They're in the medder lot down by
fflthe old mill-race;
As fine a piece of grass-ground as I vo got upon
the place.
It’s queer how, when tho grass grows up, an
gits to lookin' best.
That then’s the time to cot it down. It s so with
all the rest
The harvestOf things in natnr’, I suppose.
comes for ll ..
Borne day, but I can’t understand jest why the
best fruit* fall;
The Lord knows best He fixes things to suit
his own wise laws;
An' yet It’s cur'ous oftentimes to Agger out the
' cause,  ,
Miranda? Yes, she's doin’ well; she’s hoi pin
mother now •
About the house. A likely gal to bake, or milk
to the Governor of the State, he will
identify me as the Rev. Mulkittle, pas-
tor of Si Simon church.”
“The next station is Hickory Flat,’1
replied the officer, “an’ we will tillygraJ
from thar. Ef your name is what you
say it is, you may go.”
The train soon reached the station,
and the minister, followed by a crowd,
sought the telegraph office.
“How will this do?” said Mr. Mul-
kittle. “ ‘Have arrested a man for one
Nick Payton. Says that his name is
the Rev. Mulkittle. Do you know
him?’ Now,” continued the minister,
“sign yonr name to this and send it.”
The* officer, thoroughly satisfied with
the arrangement, affixed his signature
and handed the message to the opera-
tor. A few moments afterwards the
dispatch was received in Little Rock as
follows:
“Have arrested a man for Nick Pey-
ton. Says that his name is Robt. Mulk-
miller. Do yon know him?”
Mr. Mulkittle waited impatiently but
confidently. After awhile the opera-
tor announced that the dispatch was at
hand, and then he wrote the following:
“Don’t know’ the man, but think he
is wanted here. Hold him until officers
from here arrive.”
. Mr. Mulkittle groaned and sank upon
a bench. The crown gathered around
and commented on his appearance.
“Bad lookin’ man,” said old Driver,
the blacksmith. . “Dangerous eye an’ a
mighty bad month.” •'
“Wouldn’t trust him ten steps,” said
old Morgan. “Whar’s old Gregg an
his darter? They can identify him.”
A messenger was sent for Gregg and
the young lady who had been so shame-
fully treated. When the girl saw Mr.
Mulkittle, she screamed and threw her
arms around him.
“Oh, Nick, don’t try to disguise your-
self. Oh, .why did you run away from
me? Promise that you will marry ms
a Gypsy Dftnoe* I poses, smiths' fires and household pm
The band disappears to make way P08e8- It is said to burn freely and
for a Russian choir of thirty men and I Yitbonf muo]} !m(>ke: ̂ ving a higher
women, the women sometimes costumed I dynamic equivalent of heat than the
in pld Russian guise and now in modern 8ame amount of wood, and one very
silk dresses, and seat themselves, while nearly as great as the best English coal,
the men stand behind them. Tho only I Ifc Cftn be manufactured and .sold in
instrument is a piano. With a long
tremulous chord, the choir raise a chant
of some old Russian legend, the deep
basses of the men balanced by the sweet
soprano voices of the women combining
in one grand harmony. As in all Slav
Mexico at a price considerably below
coal or wood. -Bouton TranHcripi.
Wolford Too Much For Fry.
At the close of the Avar old Wolford
settled down in eastern Kentucky, and
countries, melancholy'seems the pre-emi- 1 becamea Dcinocrat. and most of his
nent tone of the songs, which often end did the same thing. When the
abruptly, as if the feelings of tho sin- Democrats gave him the nomination for
gers choked their voices vvith one spon- Congress last fall the Republican State
taneous solo. But we let them file out Committee sent General Speed Fry up
without regret as they moke their way into II18 to counteract tho infln-
for some forty gypsies, male and female, ®Uc,e8 °f old \V olford s war record,
whose unmistakable Romany type i8 Fry started off mtending,to remain in
met with on the downs of Epsom or in tl,e district six weeks and speak Avker-
the fair at Seville. The same crisp ®ver Wolford did. He was back in
black hoir waves over their dark almond I *oaF days. What is the matter, Gen-
eyes, long arched noses and thick, sen-
suous lips, as marked the brown fea-
tures of the priests of Isis on the tomb
of the third Ramescs in Thebes 3,000
years ago.
era! ? asked the Chairman, in surprise,
as he stalked in, black as a thunder
cloud.
“Matter? Why, matter enough. If
you Want a -man to go into the Eleventh
& cow.
An’- No! I »m not half tho man I were ton year
a»o;
But then the years will tell upon the best of us,
you know.
AmUher? Yes, our LUrle were the best one of
** ftbcm alls
Our baby, only 17, so sweet, an' fair, and tall.
Jest .like a uly; always good, yet cheerful,
bright an* ra*-
We laid her in the churchyard, over yonder,
yesterday.
That’s why I felt I wan’t no use out In the field
tor day.
X somehow couldn't swing the scythe nor toss
the new mown- hay;
An’ so I thought I'd jest sit here among tho trees
an* rest; .-
These things come harder when we're old; but
then the Lord knows best .
— Harry J. Sheltman in Barton Transcript.
A Terrible Mistake.
How a Telegraph Error “Worked”
, the Rev. Mr. Mulkittle.
The other day, while the Rev. Mr.
Mulkittle was traveling on a railroad• ____ 11 _____ V - Uiil ___
THE FAMILY DOCTOR.
now.’
just completed through a hitherto “un-
©pened-to-the-world” section of Arkan-
sas, a man wearing high top boots and
a longV'yaller” jeans coat, sat down by
him and attempted to engage the good
man in conversation. There is a great
deal of the Englishman in Mr. Mul-
kittle’s character. He Avould travel all
day- and never throw off the cloak of
severe reserve if allowed to do so, and
whpn the roughly-dressed man satdoAvn
by him he moved uneasily in his seat.
iW man noted this sign with some-
thing of encouragement, and when he
smiled the curved lines on his cheeks
made his month look as though it were
set in. parenthesis.
“How fur are you goin ?” asked the
man.
Again Mr. Mulkittle moved uneasily
and pretended to devote himself to a
newspaper.
‘7 ask, cap’n, how fur air yon goin’?”
“I know w hat yon ask, sir. I am not
iealing very well to-day, ^and with your
kind permission I prefer to be left
slope.”
"Ijeckia so. Whar did you git on?”
.“Hone of your business.,’
“ Tears to me it is my business," and
placing a rude hand on Mr. Mulkittle's
shoulder, he said, “You air my prisoner."
“Your prisoner!” gasped the minister.
“What do you mean, sir?” ‘ *
“Don't cut no scallops with me, cap’n.
You think I don’t know you, bnt you air
mistaken. I’ve been layin’ for you for
some time."
“What have I done?” demanded Mr.
Mulkittle, attempting to rise.
“^et down, sir. You know what
you’ve done. If you’ve forgot, w’hy the
folks at Hickory Flat will remind you*
“I was never at Hickory Flat in my
life, sir.”
“I expected yon to kick, cap’n. You
didn't come thar last month an’ beat
Col. Manly onten a watch, eh?”
“Never saw Col Manly in my life.
M^ke these people sit down. I don't
want a crowd around me.”
“Didn’t beat ole man ’Lias Gregg
onten two weeks’ board, oh no. Oh, I
know, yon Nick Payton. Here’s a man
who lives in the Flat. Here, Mr. Mor-
gan, who is this fellow?”
’ Mr. Morgan, after a moment’s sern
tiny, replied: “That’s him,” and after
rubbing MS spectacles added : “I swar
ter it He wanted kr git board at my
house, bnt I turned him away, ’cause
why? His clothes were too sleek,
like a straightfor’ard man, but ̂ when a
fedler comes aronn’ with a ’spicious eye
and sleek duds I let him slide.”
“Gentlemen,” said Mr. Mulkittle, be
coming aroused to a true sense of his
unenviable position, “I am sorry that
ynji so misjudge me. I have no doubt
but that some rascal has imposed upon
you, and I assure you that no one
“Look out, Miss; lookout!” gasped
Mr. Mulkittle, trying to shove hei
away. You are certainly a very im-
proper young woman. Don’t make
yourself so ridiculous. 1 never saw
you before.” >
“You kaint say that and tell the
truth,* said old Gregg. “You’ve
changed yourself around a little, bnt
you air the same man. I don’t so much
mind that board bill he owes me, gen-
tleman, but Til be blamed if any man
shall tamper with the Sections of that
gal thar. A tender-hearted critter as
ever lived, she is, an’ this man lias
pizened her life. She won’t never be
happy without him, an’ I ax yon all et
you air goin’ to let a man come into the
community an’ destroy the happiness ol
a likely gal. I winter know ef yer
won’t see this wrong righted ? I ax et
you won’t all jine in an’ make him
marry this heart-broken gal?”
Here the girl pressed Mr. Mulkittle’s
head against her excited self and wept
over him. “Look out, young woman, •
he exclaimed, freeing himself. “I
never saiv such an improper person.
Gentlemen, I haA'e a Avife and three
children at home, which, aside from
the fact that I never saw the bold
young woman before, much less made
overtures to her, would place me
lieyond any possible matrimonial alli-
ance.”
“He’s tellin’ a lie,” shouted old
Gregg, “fhr he told us he was a wid-
ewer. Go fetch the license somebody,
an’ we’ll make him marry, no matter el
the Governor does want him.”
“Gentlemen," implored the minister,
“do no act in a manner so rash.”
“I’ll git the license,” exclaimed old
Gregg, and he started off at a trot. He
spon returned with the papers and the
circuit rider, “Take your place thar,”
said the old man.
The girl seized Mr. Mnlkittle and at*
tempted to drag him. <
“Grekt Godt this won’t do. Con-
found the telegraph wires; there must
hive been a terrible mistake. Give me
one more chance, gentlemen. Send
one more dispatch.”
“They agreed and he wrote:
“Governor, I am" arrested by mistake
for a man lamed Nick Payton. Please
say who I am. Mnlkittle.”
In a few minutes the reply came.
“First dispatch received wrong. Mnl-
kittle is one of our best-known preach-
Liberate him at once.”
Some of the women are evidently district to talk against that-— old
Russian, with more Slav than Zurgane woimdrel, Wolford, you will have to
blood in their veins, while • some are h081”®3 me- I m done,
dark as Abyssinians, while all indulge When 1 Mreed £ 8^mp the district I
freely in chains and jewelry, with supposed I would have sensible men to
bunches and spravs of roses and came- ̂ °- Instead I find them all a lot of
lias, like their sisters in Spain, behind daJ^.e,d ,fo°,18 and liars and scoundrels,
the right ear. The men lead with gni- “£ldn‘ ‘h°y yon right ?”
tars, and the tanlbourine is often used. Treat me right. Oh, yes, they
Some of their songs in gypsy language ̂ reat.ed ri^ ‘i;. ̂  Seated me like
recall, and are even identicallv, the a Prillce. ̂ When I reached the first
Gitana songs of Seville or the Havana; ^wu old W olford met me with a cor-
some are in Russian words, bnt with a welcome, and, to my surprise, gave
character quite their own. One hand- tbe opening and closing of the joint
some woman, Avith black waivv hair, discussion. I spoke for one hour and a
parted slightlv on one side, flashing balfon national issues-the tariff and
eyes and glistening white teeth, no finances and standing of the parties—
longer young, but attractive in her in- and .'vlth 8Pec>al emphasis on the
tensity of sentiment and expression, njagnanimity shown by the Federal
sings to her guitar in a tenor voice, the Government m its treatment of Confed-
lower notes of which are replete with crates at the close of the war. ^ About
the saddest memories. As she sighs my ondience had served mthe
out her love-grief for one Avho never Confederate army, and I saw I was pro-
came, though she waited in the pitiless du0iP® a ^ood impression,
storm to meet him, she reminds me irre- ", do you suppose that old
sistably of Deschie and Pasca. This is hook-nosed rascal of a Wolford did.
no feigning; this is no paid musician. ^ he got up and began talking,
Here is a genius breaking her heart, I PaW the slightestattention to
and sobbing out her sAvan-song oblivions " ‘“it I had said on National issues,
of the mute crowd of men, ay hose scoff but> a^r a .)ri0* introduction, took up
and satire are silent in their absorbed Rood will plea. Don t you believe
admiration of her adorable art. Flow- a wori General Fry has told yon about
ers are torn out of button-holes, bon- the magnanimity of the Federal Gov-
bons are seized from the table and cast ^eut and the Ikpublman party he
at her feet, while she stands by dignified hnekecl. It s a lie. What did they
to acknowledge with a majestic bow the do with General Lee after the surren-
ovation proffered. Qur host most ju- d?r of Appomattox? Why they took
diciously clashes on the strained nerves and b\mg him right between
by calling upon Olga for a dance. Olga tlia \10es }u v ' , , .
-whose eves and little figure, dressed I Hold on, I shouted, that is not
in a bine, clinging silk, and all she has tr«e General \V olford, you know you
of beanty, for her mouth is too large, arcperverting facts,
and her nose too long-pretends to be I “Instantly two or three of the old
shy. She cannot dance. However, no I Sec»nd Cavalry boys sprang to the.r
refusnal is accepted, and guitars llud I [ft “'1 swore that they had been on
voices break out in a gypsy break-down. I'10 gronnd and seen Oeneral Loe hung,
Olga, spreading outher arms and fingers ono °/ Cicm remarking, with a swag-
like a Nantoh girl, floats around tho I Kcr- tbttt lf anybody questioned the
limited space assigned to her with a lit-
tle scream, and her eyes turned up in
ecstasy and gradually works herself up.
From her head downward, she is in mo-
tion. Her comrades urge her on, her
statement he would have to chew on
the barrel of a six-shooter.
“ ‘What did they do with Jeff Davis
after he surrendered?’ continued old
Wolford. ‘Why, they tied 1,800 pounds
audience applauds till, with a muscular 0/ ir°n to his legs, threw him into a
flutter which approaches tetantus, her dungeon and starved him for eight
shoulders, bust and arms, are quivering jnouths, and then took him out and
with spasmodic excitement. Short. b™g him That s what they did with
sharp cries, in harmony with the rapid llim- / j* ,!,of a magnanimous Gov
music, issue from her lips; her face e™1®n“t,iat’ . ... T •
lights up with ecstatic jov. Suddenly 1 interrupted to say that Jeff Davis
she breaks off ; the music ceases, and Olga 88 all/e n0” “d healthy, but two or
reseats herself, as if she had done noth- hbteo Second Cavalry liars stood np
ing more laborious than taken a cup of am] sv ore they had seen him him l>nng,
tea, or asked for tho glass of champagne >1 “y man disputed it they would
which our host pours out for her The B’alle '/'V",1 hts words or inches
Russian gypsy dance has little of the °* cod steel. -And there the old
provocatively voluptuous character of scoundrel stood, hanging Alex Ste-
the Granada Ole, but there mnst be P1'0”9/, Longstrcet, Joe Johnston
some connection in the history of danc- Hampton, anil every Confederate of
ing between the dame du Venture of P™n™™™ bo could think of, and
the Almee and the fluttering kpasms of Pjoving what be said by eye-witnesses
the Moscow Tzigane. Another girl tb\ Scc,0.n,dT . Kentucky Cavalrv.
dashed into the circle, and emulated the W!lat 9ho7 did I have talking to snob
first in breakdown steps and rolling of a crowd of Anamases as that? I qmt
the eyes; but her power of muscular then alld thT’- « Jon ever me get
quiverings was nothing like that dis- “P there m those mountains again you
played by the phenomenal Olga, who I m“-v shoot me"-Natinnal Reimbhcan
accordingly retained the honors of the A Business Woman,
evening.— Afosoow Letter. | In & colli3ion on „ WcBtern road a
woman was sent through the top of a car
and landed at some distance in the
ers.
“That settles it,” said the officers.
“You ken go.”
“Oh, ye generation of vipers,” said
the minister, as he stood on the rear
platform of a train which fortunately
came along, “I have -prayed for the
world’s redemption,- but I shall ever
make an exception of this infernal
place. Oh, ye generation of vipers?”
—Arkamaw Traveler.
Tea*Growing in the South.
Tea plants are groiving in portions oi
Mississippi and Louisiana, and poor
people pluck the leaves and steep them.
The plants have had very little atten-
tion, and yet they are of fair size and
appear hardy. Writers for the New
Orleans papers claims that there are
sections in the South were tea-growing
could be profitably carried on, and they
urge that the Cotton Oentennial Expo-
sition shall be -made an occasion for
bringing the subject before tho people.
An acre of tea plants nnder conditions
ordinarily favorable will yield 2,000
pounds of tea. If sold at a cent a
pound it would still bring in more
money than the usual run of crops.
Tea-growers from India, who have
visited the South, express the belie!
that there are localities near the Gull
coast where quantities of tea could be
easily grown.
The Old Rush-Light.
Young, and oven middle-aged people, I j^ush!
accustomed to the convenience of the “pij anY ono see anything of a red-
modern lucifer-match, can hurily im- beaded abe ask^}> taBisi her.
agine the time when tho tinder-box, 8elf on hcr liand8 and looked around in
with its clumsy flint and steeland broad B dazcd BOrt 0, a wav,
brimstone matches, was the only means ..Dressed in „ illack 8nit and a plug
of procuring a light. Some people haty* inquir(,d a pilv8ician ,vi,0 was ex.
were more skillfn than others in strik- amini |ler for £0£en bones
mg a light and blowing the spark and „Th^,8 him He wa8 hnabandi«
match into a flame ; bnt often on a win- Ucd the womsni eagerly. “What be-
try morning it was weary work with the coino 0f him9” 1
Mirant who had to kindle the first fire «x am 80rry ^ 8flV he k no
if the tinder happened to be damp, or L^^ the doctor, with emotion,
worn out, or the flint and steel in a „He h(ul a bigbiack 8atchel,” moaned
temper:” Indeed, in many houses a the woman. “Has that been found.”
rush-light was in some bedroom or ..j think that is 8afe,” returned the
other always burnt, so that in case of pby8ician.
sudden illness or any disaster there ̂  „Then j am all rightj murmiired the
might bo a light ready. The rush-light, woman with a sigh of relief. “He was
having, as its name implies, a rush a drummert there is 0Ver two hun-
wick was about fifteen inches long and dred dollars- worth of ro]led-gold jew-
was burned in a huge perforated shade ; el in that b If you wjll ̂  kind
it was the “farthing rush-light,” which enoJ h to bring it, I will open np and
very poor people were 8aid to use for 8ee if j can?t indllce tho uninjured to
other purposes than nigh-light. The patronize a poor, lone widow. Think
picture of a half-Mnrved seamstress m [here.9 a market aronnd thi8 wreok for
her garret would, ln.,,tho“ daJ9, thut sort 0f thing? Wouldn’t you like
have been incomplete without the thin U, g0 ̂  andstart a raffla {o •' flfteon
rush-candle; but ite flame was so feeble « nt of the profite!»
that I can hardly fancy any eye, oonld ̂ Aud the ̂ eeenot the speculator
have served to thread a needle by it. 1 8he wa8 8iuing beside a m£n ^ a
broken leg, pointing out to him that he
had better take home a pink necklace,
The Causes and 'Cubes of Sleep-
lessness.— Nothing, says the StAeniific
American, lowers the vital forces more
than sleeplessness, which may generally
be traced to one of four causations :
(1) Mental worry; (2) a disordered
stomach; (3) excessive muscular ex-
ertion; (4) functional or organic dis-
ease. Loss of sleep is, when properly
understood, one of nature’s premonitory
warnings that some of her physical,
laws have been violated. When we are
troubled with sleeplessness, it becomes
requisite to discover the primary cause
and then to adopt suitable means for ,
its removal. When insomnia, or sleep-
lessness, arises from mental worry it is
indeed most difficult to remove. The
best and perhaps only effectual plan
nnder such circumstances, says a writer
in Chamber's Journal, is a spare diet
combined with plenty of outdoor exer-
cise, thus to draw the blood from the
brain, for it is impossible for the brain
to continue active without a due circu-
lation of blood as it is for an engine to
move without steam. When suffering
from mental distress, a hot soap bath
before retiring to rest is an invaluable
agent for obtaining sleep, as by its
means a more equable blood pressure
becomes established, promoting a de-
crease of the heart’s action and relaxa-
tion of the blood vessels. Many a
steepness night owes its origin to the
body’s temperature being unequal. In
mental worry, the head is often hot and
the feet cold, the blood being driven to
the brain. The whole body should be
well washed over with carbolic soap
and sponged with very hot water. The
blood then becomes diverted from the
brain, OAving to an adequate diffusion of
circulation. Tea and coffee should not
be taken of an evening when persons
suffer from insomnia, as they directly
induce sleeplessness, being nervine
stimulants. A sharp walk of about
twenty minutes is also very serviceable
before going to bed. Sleeplessness is
sometimes engendered by a disordered
stomach. Whenever this organ is over-
loaded, its powers are disordered, and
wakefulness or a restless night is its
nsnal accompaniment. Dr. C. J. B.
Williams, F. R. S., remarked that no
food should lie taken at least within
one hour of bedtime. It cannot be too
generally realized that the presence of
undigested food in the stomach is one
of the most prevailing causes of sleep-
lessness.
Persons suffering from either func-
tional or organic disease are peculiarly
liable to sleeplessness. When inability
to sleep persistently occurs, and cannot
be traced to any perverted mode of life
or nutrition, there is good reason for
surmising that some latent malady gives
rise to so truly a distressing a condi-
tion. Under these circumstances, in-
stead of making bad worse by swallow-
ing deadly sleeping drugs, a scientific
physician should be without delay con-
sulted. Functional disorders of the
stomach, liver, and heart are often the
irimary source of otherwise unaccount-
able Avakefulness.
Recently, the dangerous and lament-
able habits of promiscuously taking
sleeping draughts has unfortunately ’be-
come very 'prevalent, entailing misery
and ill-health to a terrible degree.
Most persons addicted to this destruc-
tive practice erroneously think that it is
better to take a sleeping draught than
to lie aAvake. A greater mistake conld
hardly exist. All opiates more or less
occasion mischief, and even the state of
stupefaction they induce utterly fails to
bring about the revitalization resulting
from natural sleep. The physiological
effect of hypnotics, or sleeping draughts
upon the system is briefly as follows :
First, they paralyze the nerve centers
and disorder the stomach, rendering it
unfit for its duties; witness the sicknes?
and loss of appetite consequent upon a
debauch. Chloral, chloroform, opium,
etc., act npon the system much in the
same way as inebnation. ’ Second, ono
and all anaesthetics introduced into the
body have life-destroying properties in a
low degree— proved by an overdose be-
ing fatal. Third, the condition they
produce is not sleep, bnt a counterfeit
state of unconsciousness. Fonrth, they
directly poison the blood, consequent
npon its carbonization, resulting from
their action. While speaking of seda-
tives, we cannot omit drawing special
attention to chloral. Tliis powerful
drug is popularly supposed to give a
quiet night’s rest without any of the
after effects (headache, eta) produced
by various preparations of morphia.
Now, chloral is what is termed cumula-
tive in its action, which implies that
even the same dose persisted in for a
certain length of titne may cause death.
Of all hypnotics, chloral is by far the
most deadly, and shonld never, nnder
any circumstance, be taken except un-
der medical supervision.
To epitomize what has already befen
said regarding sleeplessness: Its ro-
tational enre should be arrived at in
each individual case by seeking out the
cause, and then removing the morbid no-
tion, of which it is but a natural se-
quence.
Lastly, sleeplessness under no circum-
stances shonld be neglected, as it acta
disastrously both on the mental and
physicial forces.
Turbato.
• A ne,7 hv ̂  inT«nJ;ed ii he wanted his wife to forgive him for
ICO, called turbato, consisting of bog DOfc taking out an accident policy before
peat, of which there are large quanti- Btartyng out on such an evilly managed
ties m the country, and which is mixed ̂ a.-Brake's Travelers' Magazine.
with a proper proportion of bitumen, v - -
or “ohapopote.” The fuel is made of Polyandrism is quite prevalent in
five different despriptions, for locomo-| the Marquesas Islands— a wife often
Why Athens Wept
“Hermopoles, mine son, did’st say
that our ostrich had swallowed the
screw-driver?” •
“Yea, sire, it is true.”
“Bnt, mine son, why did’st thou not
take the tool away from the grqedy
bird.”
“I tried to, sire, bnt when I got there
I found it was tool ate.”— The Hoosier.
tives, stationary engines, smelting pur- 1 having five or six husbands.
Education in England cost $14 ahead
on the average.
A NIGHT IN A CHINA TOWN.
A Few Facts Relative to Their Habits and
General Mode of Living, Etc.
The Chinese in Los Angeles are qnite
numerous and almost monopolize a cer-
tain portion of the city; they are quiet
and orderly as a class, attentively mind-
ing their own business, but, neverthe-
less, always a target for the ever present
hoodlum.
Through the kindness of one of the
city officials— a courteous lawyer, and
gentleman — we were escorted on ft most
interesting tour through “Chinatown,"
as it is called. Starting out at 8 o’clock
one pleasant evening, we called first at
some of their stores; business being
about over for the day, we found them
in clusters, old and young, eagerly
gathered about the counter, at their
greatest of amusements— gambling.
Not a word was uttered by any, so
absorbed were they in their game, and,
after casting a hasty apd wondering
glance at us, they ignored us entirely.
Passing on and visiting many stores, we
came to a restaurant about 10 p. m.
First entering a small office, we passed
in at a door to find ourselves in the
dining-room; here, seated at tables,
are several Celestials, quietly but hard
at work on a dish of thick kind of soup,
which they ci
by throwing ___
chopsticks. A fat cook busy at the
stove is seen in the rear, humming a
dismal air. The man who does the
waiting being considered quite a musi-
cian, is called upon for music and favors
us with a series of howls and groans
which he calls a song; and then, on his
one-stringed instrument, he makes us
feel generally ill. As the music pro-
gresses and the musician seems to
warm up to his work, he howls like a
dog and rolls his eyes widly. A move-
ment is heard above and, on looking
for the cause, we find a dozen pair of
sharp eyes looking down at us from
above ; thus, while supposing ourselves
in the company of two or three China-
men, we realize that a score or more of
them are about us, and we find that the
apartment is, as it were, cut in two,
thus giving two floors to an ordinary
sized room, a ladder being used to
ascend to the sleeping apartment above.
Thus one fair-sized room can be used
for a restaurant below, and lodge
twenty persons or more on the shelves
above"; but they seem happy and con-
tented. As they are packed together
in spch a state, we wonder how they can
emerge looking so cleanly each day;
but they are particular about their ap-
pearance generallv, and carefully bathe
every morning.
The night is wearing on, and midnight
brings us to a dark, dreary spot, where,
hand in hand, we are wonderingly led
through passage after passage, first up,
then down, until our lender knocks at
a door, being answered by a Chinaman
who, after a glance, recognizes one in
authority, and quietly ushers us in.
We find ourselves in a dimly lighted
temple, a weird, strange looking place,
with an altar. We are conducted to
an apartment in the rear behind the
altar, and there we find a singular
scene. Reclining on couches smoking
opium are the priests, who at first look
amazed at the intrusion, but soon re-
lapte into their stolid, fixed expression.
One of the priests by request kept tell-
ing us his feelings as the smoking
gradually affected him, and if he told
the truth, ns he probably did, he
soon became too happy to talk, and
the expression on his face certainly de-
noted intense and almost supreme
happiness.
We accepted an invitation to take
some tea, which was very hot and with-
out sugar. The custom of offering hot
tea to all visitors is a universal one
among the Chinese, the omission of
the courtesy being considered ex-
tremely ill-mannered.— New York
Post _ _
Testing an Arkansas Senator’s Stomach.
• A United States Senator who is fond
of a joke had been initiated into the
mysteries of an alleged caramel, which
one of the boys of his hotel had in-
A TERRIBLE PROPHECT.
The Red SoniteU, Cyclones and Earth*
quakes Foretelling Coming Disaster-
How to Meet It.
The recent mysterious appearances follow-
ing sunset and preceding sunrise have at-
, tracted wide attention from students of the
skies and the people generally. During the
days of recent weeks the sun seems to have
beenotssured by a thin veil, of a dull, leaden
hue, which, as the sun receded toward the
horizon, became more luminous, then yellow,
then orange, then red; and, as night settled
down upon the earth, a dull purple. At first
it was thought these appearances were or-
dinary sunset rollectlons of light; but it is
now pretty certain that they are either tie
misty substance of the tall of some unseen
comet. In which the earth Is enveloped, or a
surrounding stratum of world dust, or very
small meteors. Prof. Brooks, of the Bed
House Observatory, Phelps, N. Y., has
turned his telescope upon these objects, and
discovered what he thinks are myriads of
telescopic meteors. If it is unorganized
world dust, or decomposed vapors, as the
Democrat and Chronicle, of Rochester, N. Y.,
remarks: “How Is this matter to bo dis-
posed of? Will ft settle and form a deposit
upon the earth, or remain a partial opaque
shell about the earth, to out off a portion of
the sun's light upon it?”
Whatever the mystery is, there is no deny-
ing that some very strange forces are at
work in tho upper airs. The terrible torna-
does and cyclones which have swept our
country, and the fearful volcanoes and earth-
quakes which have destroyed so many cities
and thousands of people— tho tidal waves
which mysteriously rise and fall on coasts
hitherto unvozed by them — the tremendous
activity which is evident In tho sun by the
constant revelation of enormous spots upon
its surface— all indicate unusual energy in
the heavenly bodies.
These circumstances recall Prof. Grim-
18 - ------
vented for the purpose of making miser-
able the lives of other children. The
Senator owed Garland, of Arkansas,
one, and saw his opportunity. He pro-
cured some of the alleged sweets and
placed them carelessly on his desk.
• The game succeeded. Garland spied
the deceptive chocolates, and, carelessly
sauntering bv, picked up one of them
and said: “What are these, Senator?”
“They are caramels. Take one.”
“Thank you; I will,” and he took one.
Now, the caramel was filled with soap,
and the jokers expected to see Garland
spit out the nauseous stuff. That was
where the laugh was to come. in. But
Garland disappointed them. He ate
up the whole thing, soap and all, and
never made a sign. The perpetrator
became frightened and ran out into the
cloak-room, exclaiming: “Good Lord 1
I’m afraid the man’s poisoned.” “Oh,
yon needn’t be alarmed,” said Butler,
of South Catolina; “Garland’s got an
mer's prophecies, that from 81 to 1887 the
passage of the five great planets— Mars, Nep-
tune, Jupiter, Uranus and Saturn— around
the sun would produce strange and wonder-
ful phenomena. Ho says: "Tho waters of
the earth will become more or less poisonous.
The air will be foul with noisome odors.
Ancient race* will disappear from the
earth.” He attempts to prove his prophecy
by the fact that In 1720, when Mars and Sat-
urn made their passage around the sun co-
incidentally, great destruction and mortality
visited all parts of the globe. He also found
the same results In previous perihelion pas-
sages of the planets, and argues that these
circumstances always produce epidemics and
destructive diseases which will baffle the skill
of the most eminent physicians; that the
poor will die by thousands, the weak and in-
temperate fullinj first, those whose blood
has been impoverished by excess of work or
dissipation next, and only those who are in
comparative vigor shall escape to enjoy the
era of renewed activity and prosperity which
will follow the period of destruction.
Inasmuch as the entife world seems subject
to the sway of the heftvenly bodies no part
of the earth, he thinks, can escape scourging.
He even predicts that America will lose over
10,000,0u0 of people; that farmers will be
stricken with fear and cease to till tho soil;
that famine will make human misery more
wretched. That hundreds will fiee to over-
crowded, cities for aid In vain. That sudden
changes In ocean currents, temperature and
surroundings will entirely transform the face
of nature and climate of countries; that the
air will be so foul with malaria and other
noxious gases, that those who survive will be
troubled with disorders of the digestive
organs. That many .who escape other
ills will bloat with dropsy and suddenly
pass away, while others will grow thin
and drag out a miserable existence' In in-
describable agony for weeks. Neuralgic
pains In different parts of the body will tor-
ment them. They will easily tire and become
despondent, A faint, hot feeling will be suc-
ceeded by chilly sensations, while hallucina-
tions and dread of Impending 111 will paralyze
all effort. “The birds In tho air, the boasts of
the Held and even the fish of the sea will be-
come diseased, poisoning the air and poison-
ing the watersof the globe." Wo are told on
the other hand that those who shall pass
through this period of trial will have larger
cnjovment of life and health. The earth will
yield more abundantly than ever before. The
animal kingdom will be more prolifle and life
prolonged very materially. This prolonga-
tion of life will be owing to the healthy
electric and magnetic influences that will
pervade tho atmosphere. It would, perhaps,
eeem that the present redness of the sun, and
the presence of a belt or veil of cosmic mat-
ter, Justified, in a measure, the prediction of
Prof. Grimmer, but disturbing as his predic-
tion may be wo are told for our comfort lhat
the strong and pure-blooded need have little to
fear in these calamities, that those who are
delicate or indisposed should adopt means to
keep the system well supported and the blood
pure and that themost philosophical andoffect-
ive method ofocvo.npllsh.ngthisistokeopthe
kidneys a »d liver in good condition. From
the testimonials of such men as Dr. Dio Lewis
and Prof. it. A. Gunn. M. D., Dean of the
United States Medical, eo loge. New York, and
thousands of influential non-professional peo-
ple, it scorns almost < e tain that for this pur-
po e there is no preparation known to science
equal to Warner's Safe Cure, better known as
Warner's Safe Kidney and Liver Cure. Ibis
medi. lnc has acquired the finest reputation
of any preparation that was ever put upon
the market. It is a radical blood purifier,
whi h soothes and heals all in tamed organs,
strengthens the nervous system, washes out
all evidences of decay, regulates digestion,
prevents mal assimilation of food in a philo-
sophical and ratonal manner, lortiflcs the
system against climatic changes and malarial
Influences and the destructive agencies which
seem to bo to abundant in these “evil days."
It is not our purpose to dispute the correct-
ness of Prof. Grimmer** prophecies. As
we have said, the marked disturoanccs of
the past few years would seem to give a sem-
blance of verification of his theory. It is
certain, as above stated, that we ore passing
tli rough what may be regarded as a crucial
period and it Is tho port of wise men not to
ignore, but to learn to fortify themselves
against the possibility of being overcome by
these evils. It is a duty which each man
owes to himself, and his fellows, to mitigate
as much as possible tho suffering of humanity;
and In no way hotter can he accomplish tli is
purpose tbau to see to it that he, himself, is
fortified by tho best known preparation in
the strongest possible manner, and that he
exert the influence of his own example upon
bis fellows to the end that they, too, may
share with him immunity from the destructive
influences which sock Ills ruin.
shillings 6 pence a week are charged-
rooms with the ceilings breaking away
from the rafters, smoke-begrimed
rooms, where the chimneys smoke and
the windows won’t unfasten, rooms
smothered in vermin and overran with
mice, rooms approached by break-neck
staircases as black as pitch, garrets of
rooms with sloping rafters, cellars of
rooms underneath the pavement, rooms
overlooking low, miserable streets or
foul mud-yards, hopeless, cheerless,
despairing rooms, where wives strip the
children piecemeal for the pawnshop,
where the furniture seldom consists of
more than a broken table or a back-
less chair, where the children when a
stranger knocks at the door come across
to him with staring eyes and ask, ‘Have
you brought mother some bread?’ and
where the blind, neglected and lonely
widow sits upon an empty floor in a
fireless room, and mumbles hopeless
assent when asked by the good-hearted
missionary to join him in prayer to
God that some miracle may be worked
in order to lighten this unspeakable
darkness.”— London Telegraph.
A Voice from the Northwest.
Milwaukee, Wis.—The Daily Sentinel,
which is the leading morning paper of this
State, writes: “8t. Jacobs Oil, the wonder-
ful remedy for rheumatism, has been used
by a large number of people in this city,
and with effect truly marvelous.”
Marriage.
Mr. Joshua Billings quails not when
saying that “Marriage is a fair trans-
action on the face ov it; but there is
quits too often put-up jobs in it. Who-
ever it w'nz that first put on the silken
harness must have made a good thing
of it, or so menny of their posterity
would not hev hafnesed up since and
drove out. There iz a great moral grip
in marriage ; it is the mortar that holda
the soshul bricks together. But there
ain’t but few pholks who put thare
money in matrimony who could sit
down and give a good written opiny
why on earth they cum to did it. Sum
marry for money and don’t, see it.
Some marry because they think wim-
min will be scarce next year, and live
to wonder how the crops hold out.
Sum marry for love without a cent in
their pockit, nor a friend in the world,
nor a drop of pedigree. This looks
desperate, but it iz the strength of the
game.”
Roncuotl from Death.
William J. Coughlin, of Somerville, Ma**.,
says: In the fall of 1876 I was taken with
bleeding of lungs, followed by a severe cough-
I lo*t my appetite and flesh, and wa* confined
to my bed. In 1877 I was admitted to the
hospital. The doctors said I had a hole in my
lung as big as a half dollar. At one time a
report went around that 1 was dead. I gave
up hope, but a friend told me of Dr. Wm«
Hall's Balsam for the Lungs. I got a bottle*
when, to my surprise, I commenced to fee
better, and to-day I feel better than for three
years past
From Ool. C. H. Mackey, Thirty-reoond
Iowa Infantry: I have derived morebenflte
from Ely's Cream Balm than anything else I
have ever tried. I have now been using it
for three months and am experiencing no
trouble from Catarrh whatever. I have been
a sufferer for twenty years.— €. H. Mackky,
Sigourney, Iowa, Feb. 22, '82.
Pure Cod-Liver Oil, made from selected
livers on the sea-shore, by Caswell, Hazard
A Co. , New York. It i* absolutely pure and
sweet Patient* who have onoe taken it
prefer it to all other*. Physicians have de-
cided It superior to any of the other oils in
market _ ..
For three winters 1 have been afflicted with
Catarrh and Cold In the Head. I used Ely's
Cream Balm; it acoomplished all that was
represented. T. F. McCormick (Judge Com-
mon Pleas), Elizabeth, N. J. (Price 60 cent*.)
Abaldheadkd man, who ha* heard that
the hairs of a man's head are numbered,
wants to know if there is not some place
where be can obtain the back number*. Car-
boline will supply the demand.
Ip a cough disturbs your sloop, take Piso'a
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Ib harmleM to the most dellcat; child! It
oontalna no Opium in any form!
Reonmombd by ftytMaao, EiaMon and Imran. In hy
ortrybody who hM pen It a good trial. It Xotor toll, la Brtaf
gflftf.
As an Expectorant it ha* no Equal.
SOLD BY ALL MEDICINE DEALERS.
PATEMTS^Si
ORGAN AGENTS
•u. Wanted in every County.
REEIVH THMPIaB OF MXJSIO,
ISO State Street. CHICAGO.
Fenelon, in his younger days, rigor-
ously and inflexibly condemned all
novel reading, not foreseeing that he
was to write “Telemaque.”
A Valuable Medical Treatise.
The edition for ,1884 of the Bterling Medical
Annual, known oh Hostetler's Almanac, in now
ready, and may be obtained, free of cost, of
druggists and general country dealers in all
parts of the United States, Mexico, and indeed
in every civilized portion of the Western Hem-
isphere. This Almanac has been Issned regu-
larly at the commencement of every year for
over one-fifth of a century. It combines, with
the soundest practical advice for the preserva-
tion and restoration of health, a large amount
of interesting and amusing light reading, ana
the calendar, astronomical calculation*, chro-
nological items, Ac., are rwpwed with great
care, and will l>e fonnd entirely accurate. The
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BRilR WORRY, BLOOD SORES,
BIUOOSHESS, OOSTIYEHESS,
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The Dr. S. A. Richmond Med. Co. , Props.,
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Correspondence freely answered by Phyalcian*.
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Mei'Hrs. Hosteller a: onum, riunourKu, rw., vu . vrawnn* Matrimonial Paper. Sample. 10c.
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in his neighborhood.
There ia talk of lynching the man who
evolved this toast: “Our fire-engines, may
they be like old maid*— ever ready, but never
wanted." ___ 
Thp.uk is not always honor among thieves.
A society reporter Is something of a pirate
himself; yet ho frequently attacks private
earn — TheJudflc. _
Mu. Oliver Mykrf, of Ironton, 0., says:
“Samaritan Nervine cured me ot general de-
bility." __ 
*• I am the power behind the throne,” solilo-
quized the mule, as ho pitched his rider heels
over head to the grqund.-Fidf on Tlmu.
“It quiets the patient and ultimately cures
him.” A late encomium on Samaritan Nervine.
Emerson said : “ There Is always room for
a man of force.” He had probably met
Sullivan in a crowd.-— Kindcrftoofc Notes.
Universally Approved.
J. A. Roger*, M. D., of Kenton, Ohio, says:
I must say Warner's White Wine of Tar
Syrup has been universally approved by my
customers: never hear any complaint* about
it bore; sold It for years.
“Pnt up” at the Gault House.
The business man or tourist will find first-
class accommodations at the low price of $2
and 12.50 per day at the Gault House, Chica-
go, corner Clinton and Madison streets. This
far-famed hotel is located in the center of the
city, only one block from the Union Depot.
Elevator; all appointments fifst-class.
H. W. Hoyt, Proprietor.
The Bent In the World.
Dr. J. W. Hamilton, of Merrillan, Wls.,
says: I have sold Warner's White Wine Tai
Syrup for years. It Is the best cough modi-
cine in the world and has no equal for asthma.
Chapped Hands, Face, Pimples, and rough
Skin, cured by using Juniper Tab Soap, made
by Cabwku*, HAv-zun A Co., New York.
First effectual, then good to take, ‘then
cheap— Plso's Cure for Consumption.
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Arkansas stqpiach. ” To this day no
one knows whether Garland tasted the
soap or not. — Washington Capital
• No Sale There.
A man who was selling polish, or
something of the sort, entered the yard
of a colored familv on DSnois street
and inquired of a boy who fiat on the
door- step:
“Bub, is your mammy home?”“Yes.” I
The agent raised his hand to knock
on the door, but it was opened and the
woman stuck her head out and ex-
cloimetl :
“Go right away, salt— go right away!
I heard you speakin’ to de boy, an’ I
wants you to distinctly understan’ dat
de agent who doan* inquar* fur de lady
of de house doan’ make no saleT-De-
troit Free Press.
The London Poor.
“If von want statistics of the one-
room horrors 70U shall have them out
of flljr very district,” said a minister,
turning', to a carefully prepared tabu-
lated sheet, which comprised every
house to which his active missionaries
had access. “ What do you say to this ?
340 rooms yielded 260 families, or, in
square figures, 1,244 human beings.
Cast your eye, sir, over the list. No.
487a Cable street There are 6 fami-
lies in 12 rooms, and 29 persons living
in the 12-roomed house. Next door
there are 28 human beings in a house
exactly Jhe same size. No. 57 Brook
street appears to head the list. No
less than 47 human beings, the total of
6 families, are thrust every night into
6 rooms! And you shall see presently
what rooms they are for which sums







If yon would destroy the can-
kering worm. For any exter-
nal pain, sore, wonnd or lame-
ness of man or beast, use only
MEXICAN MUSTANG LINI-
MENT. It penetrates all mos-
ele and flesh to the ?ery bone,
expelling all inflammation,
soreness and pain, and healing
the diseased part as no other
Liniment eier did or can. So
saith the experience of two
generations of safferers, and




terfDl la mrisg dlmM wfaard
Thifl poroai plaster U
absolutely the bat over
Dado, combining tho
vfrtnea of hop* with
gum*, baiKun* and cx- .
tract* 1U power U wonder u In Oaring waae* —
other plMton (Imply relieve. Crick la the Hoik and
Neck, Fain In the Side or Limb*, Stiff Joint* and Mancie*,
Kidney Trouble*, Rbenmatiim, Neuralgia, Sore Chest,
Affection* of the Heart and liver, and Jl pain* or oebo*
In iny oart cared instantly by tbe BqpFlMftr. OTTrym m mm mm tt Prloo® cent* or ive tor floo.
LAME ---------- - ^
BACK
Mailed on receipt of prloo. Sold by






__ of caUrrlul virur,
cauRlng healthy secre-
>n, prou-' ta Uio
‘mneof the
tea from add!-
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for the Holland City Htwt:
Mr. Editor:— The last number of (bat
excellent temperanco weekly, the Union
Signal, or^ao of the Woman’s National
CbrUtlan Temperance Union, la devoted
to descriptiona of the Woman's Crusade in
Ohio and elsewhere ten years ago. Sev-
eral papers are contributed by actors In
those stir ri rig scenes, and give accounts
which are extremely , interesting and
touching. The moral heroism displayed
in this band to hand fight with alcohol is
wonderful. Is not a revival of the same
work, carried on by similar methods, per-
sonal appeal to whiskey dealers and aa-
loonists, needed «in many of our cities,
towns, and villages? Certainly not least
in our own city of IJolland, where broth-
ers, sons, husbands, and friends are being
daily decoyed to death, body and soul !
Where the Sunday law and closing law
are daily and weekly defied with im-
punity.
Among other articles, is a fac simile
letter from Jno. Q. Whittier, dated Dec.
7, 1888, and addressed to the editor. The
veteran poet who hits grown gray in bat-
tling against slavery and afcohol, speaks
these charming words*. “Whfcri I think of
your organization and what it bus done
during the last ten years, I take new
courage. The women of the country will
yet save the men of it. Give them what
they are now unjustly deprived of, the
right of suffrage, and the close of the
next decade would see the liquor traffic
abolished in every stale in the Union."
The opening article is by Dr. Dio Lewis
who sketches the history of several cru-
sades in different stales, in which he has
borne a prominent part. Dr. L. was the
originator of the crusade Idea, which is
the moral irifluonce of woman. The Jirst
to bring the subject before the people in
its practical application to the liquor
traffic, he delivered lectures on the theme
in piMy places in the South, Illinois,
Michigan, Louisiana, beginning as far
back as 1853, at Fredericksburg, Va. The
first visit ever paid in the Woman's Cru-
-sade was to a saloon under Union Hall, In
Dixon, III. Tbe flame spread rapidly abd
was soon blazing brightly in that remark-
able uprising In Ohio, which culminated
on the 23d of December, 1873. God only
knows what moral forces were then and
there set in motion. Like the tides of
old Ocean they will go on rising aud
surging till they break on every shore. •
The paper should be taken by every
womau inlercsled in one of the grandest
moral movements of modern times. It is
edited by Mrs. Mary B. Willard, aud pub-
lished ot 161 La Salle St., Chicago, III.,
at $1.75 per annum. B.
A Great Diecovery.
Mr. Wm. Thomas, of Newton, la.,
says: "My wife has been seriously af-
fected with a cough for twenty-five years,
sod this spring more severely than ever
before. She had used many remedies
without relief, and being urged to try Dr.
Ring’s New Discovery, did so, with most
gratifying results. The first bottle re-
lieved her very much, and the second
bottle has absolutely cured her. She has not
bad so good health for thirty years."
Trial Bottles Free at H. Walsh's Drug
Store. Large size $1.00.
A two foot rule— wear easy shoes.
Never Give Up.
If you are suffering with low and de-
pressed spirits, loss of appetite, general
debility, disordered blood, weak constitu-
tion, headache, or any disease of a bilious
nature, by all means procure a bottle of
Electric Bitters. Ton will be surprised
to see the rapid improvement that will fol-
low; you will be inspired with new life;
strength and activity will return; pain
and misery will ceaee, and henceforth you
will rejoice in the praise of Electric Bit-
ters. Bold at fifty cents a bottle by Heber
Walsh.
Gro. Andrews, overseer in the Lowell
Carpet Corporation, was for over twenty
years before bis removal to Lowell, af-
flicted withaalt rheum in its worst form.
Its ulcerations actually covered more thao
half the surface of his body and limbs.
He was entirely cured by Ayer’s Sarsapa-
rilla. Bee certificate in Ayer’s Almanac
for 1883. -
Shun Danger.
Rheumatism or neuralgia of tbe heart
almost invariably results in the death of
tbe patient, and thousands who are
troubled with these diseases resort to their
liniments or other application for relief,
thus endangering tbeir lives byebanging
the scat of disease or pain and forcing it
to other and more sensitive and fatal por-
tions of tbe system. It is impossible to
cure these diseases while tbe acrid poison
remains in the blood, and Rheumatio Syrup
is tbe only remedy yet known that will
dissolve and expel from the system all
traces of uric acid, which ii tbe sole cause
of all rheumatic and neuralgic polos. All
obstructions of the kidneys and attendant
organs prove fatal If not removed. The
surest and beat remedy to dissolve and ex-
pel these obstructions is Rheumatic Syrup.
Robert S. Armstrong, of Auburn, N. 1.,
writes that bis wife bad been a great suf-
ferer from Rheumatism and Kidney dis-
ease for years and (hut tbe Rheumatic
Syrup cured tbe pain in one week, and
that sbe is now permanently cured by ita
ose.
NEW FIRM!
p. punrc & co.,
Have just received a new stock of
Dry Goods, Groceries, Etc.,
which they will sell at the lowest prices.
Highest market prices paid for
Butter, Eggs, etc., etc.
Give us a Call!
At the store opposite the “ City Mills.’’
P. PRIN8 & CO.
Holland, March 28 1888. 8-ly
EL B003STB,
Tbe oldest established Stable in the city.
On Market Street, near Eighth,
I have the* ncwcat and beet ITEARSE in this
city, with the finest horses and caniagesfor funeral
purposes, which I will furnish
as cheap, if not cheaper
than any party in thia city.
Holland, July 28th, 1882.
NOT BEING ABLE TO
U. BOONE.
25- tf
CLOSE OUT MY ENTIRE STOCK,
I have added a large line of new and seasonable goods, such as
Clothing, Overcoats, Dry Goods,
Hats and Caps, Boots and Shoes, Etc.
I haveia large and very elegant stock of
LADIES’ AND GENTS’ HOSIERY,** »
which I will dispose of at bottom figures.
UlsraElIE&W'EJAH,. TJItTIDIEH/WIEAIR/.
I have everything in the line of Underwear that any person
could desire, and I wi.l sell at remarkable low figures.
Il 1 i.i i i» ii
Give me a call, learn prices, and inspect my goods before pur-
chasing elsewhere.
elt-









An infallible remedy for
1 di-oetaea of the Skin
d Blood, such as
Tetter,
Ringworm,
T'VO not let your Druggist persuade you to take
jj something else, but if he has not got it, and
will not send for it, write to ns and we will send
it to you by express, prepaid, on receipt of price.
...... One to three bottles of Rheumatic Syrup will
clear the system of Bile, and cure any ease of In-
flammatory or Acute Rheumatism, or Neuralgia.
...... Three to five bottles will cure Erysipelas in
its worst form.
...... Four to six bottles arc warranted to cure
corrupt and running Ulcers.
...... Four to six bottles are warranted to cure
any cam of Balt Rheum.
..... Fire to eight bottles will gure the worst
case «ji Scrofula.
. From, two to four months’ use of Rheumatic
igworm, i"vri:p will cure any case of Chronic Rheumatism
Scrofula, i<i tw< my j\-urb' tiauding.
Pimples A^lotcheK.| If you have been a sufferer for years, und have
and Is the best Reniedj ̂ ,1 a; ; remedies you could hear of. with no
eak - ! a vc i!- (!) n;lt lc d^umged, for Rheumatic
nessei*. It has cured ;Syrup will cure you.
diseases of the JLtver price, #1.00 per bottle; G bottles for #5.00,
Bend for our pamphlet of Testimonials, etc,
RHEUMATIC SYRUP CO., Rochester, N. Y.
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C. STEKETEE & BOS,
od tbe corner ot Biter k NiiOi Sts.
Can now be found, not alone a complete stock
of Groceries,— always of the Fre*hc*t and Purest,
but also ail kinds of Farmers Produce, Provisions,
Etc., Etc.
Also a very large and assorted stock of
ZDR/IT GOODS
Which we intend to keep is complete as pos
slide embracing alt the the latest ami best made
fabrics.
Crockery, Stone & Glassware.
FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN II
EXCHANGE.
C. STEKETEE A BOS.
Holland. Oct. 12th, 1883. Sfl-lj
JAS. HUNTLEY,
Estimates given for all
kinds of buildings fin-
ished and completed.
Planing and Re-sawing




whs the first preparation perfectly adapted to
cure diseases of tbe scalp, and the first suo-
cefuful restorer of faded or gray hair to its
natural color, growth, and youthful beauty.
It has hud many imitators, but nouo have so
fully met all the requirements needful for
tbe proper treatment of the hair and scalp.
Hall's Hair Rknewp.r has steadily grown
in favor, and spread ita lame and usefulness
to every quarter of the globe, its unparal-
leled success can be attributed to but ona
caiwe: the entire fulfilment of itt promises.
The proprietors have often been surprised
at tbe receipt of orders from remote coun-
tries, where they had nevermadean effort for
its introduction.
The use for a short time of. Hall's Hair
Rknkwkr wonderfully improves tbe per-
sonal appearance. It cleanses the scalp from
all impurities, cures all hnmors, fever, and
dryness, and thus prevents baldness. It
stimulates the weakened glands, and enables
them to push forward a new and vigorous
growth. The effects of this article are not
transient, like those of alcoholic prepara-
tions, but remain a long time, which makes




Will change tbe beard to a natural brown,
or black, as desired. It produces a permanent
colbr that will not wash away. Consisting of
a single preparation, it is applied without
trouble.
PREPARED BY
R. F, HALL & CO, Una, HI
Bold by all Dealers in Medicines.




the best remedy, because the
most searching and thorough
t blood-purifier, Is
Ayer's Sarsaparilla.
Sold by all Druggists; fl,stx bottles, 9&
i&MAN
WHO IS UNAOQUAINTKO WITH THK CEOCRAPHY OF THIS COUNTRY, WILL
SEE BY EXAMINING THIS MAP, THAT THE
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific R*y,
Being the 6reat Central Lina, affords to travelers, by reason of Ita unrivaled geo-
graphical position, the shortest and beat route between the East, Northeast and
Southeast, and the Weat, Northwest and Southwest.
It is literally and strictly true, that Its connections are all of the principal Knee
of road between the Atlantic and the Pacific.
By Its main Una and branches It roaches Chicago, dollet, Peoria, Ottawa,
La Salle, Oeneseo, Moline and Rook Island, In Illinois | Davenport, Muscatine,
Washington, Keokuk, Knoxville, Oekalooea, Fairfield, Dee Moines, West Liberty,
Iowa City, Atlantic, Avooa, Audubon, Harlan, Guthrie ‘Center and Council Bluffs,
in Iowa | Gallatin, Trenton, Cameron and Kansas City, In Missouri, and Leaven-
worth and Atchison In Kansas, and the hundreds of dties, villages and towns
intermediate. The
“GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,”
Ae It Is familiarly called, offers to travelers all the advantages and comforts
incident to a smooth track, safe bridges. Union Depots at all connecting points.
Fast Express Trains, composed of COMMODIOUS, WELL VENTILATED, WELL
HEATED, FINELY UPHOLSTERED and ELEGANT DAY OOAOHESt a line of the
MOST MAGNIFICENT HORTON RECLINING CHAIR OARS ever built | PULLMAN'S
latest designed and handsomest PALAOE SLEEPING OARS, and DINING OARS
that art acknowledged by press and people to be the FINIST RUN UPON ANY
ROAD IN THE COUNTRY, and In which superior meals are served to travelprs at
the low rate of SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS EACH.
THRU TRAINS each way between OHIOAQO and the MISSOURI RIVER.
TWO TRAINS each way between OHIOAQO and MINNEAPOLIS and ST. PAUL*
via the famous
ALBERT LEA ROUTE.
A New and Direct Line, via Seneca and Kankakee, has recently been opened,
between Newport News, Richmond, Cincinnati, Indianapolis and La Fayette,
end Council Bluffs, St. Paul, Minneapolis and Intermediate points.
All Through Passengers carried on Fast Express Trains.
For more detailed information, see Maps and Folders, which may be obtained, as
well ae Tickets, at all principal Tickst Offices in the United States and Canada, or of
R.R. CABLE, E. 8T.J0HN,
Vloe-Pres't A Oen'l Manager, Oen'l TVt A Pass’r Ag't,
CHICAGO*
Stairs, Hand Hailing, Sash
Doors, Blinds, Mouldings







As wc have just slartod in business In
Ibis ci'y, we huve on hand
HEW FRESH GOODS
of the best quality, and wo will sell them
at current market prices.
for the working cIm*. Send 10 cents
a royal, valuable box of sample goods
we will mall
Office and shop on River Street,
near the corner of Tenth Street,
• JA8. HUNTLEY.
Hollard, May 27, 1883. 17-tf.
that will put yon tn the way of mak-
ing more money In a few days than yon ever
thought possible at any business. Capital not re-
qnired> We will start yon. You can work all the
time or in spare time only. Tho work is univer-
sally adapted to both seles, young and aid. You
can easily earn from 150 cents to $K every evening
Thst all who want work mav test the bnsrecss, wo
make this unparalleled offer; to all who are not
well satisfied we *ill send $1 to pay for the trouble
of writing us. Full particulars, directions, etc.,
sent free. Fortunes will be made by thoee who
give their whole time to the work. Great a
absolutely sure. Don’t delay. Start now
drew Stinson A Co., Portland, Maine.
Onr stock of
is complete and we sell at bottom figures
BUTTER and EGGS.
Wo will pay market prices for Butter








From these sources arise til roe- fourths ot
the diseases of the human rauo. These
symptoms indicatetheirextstenoe : Loss el
Appetite, Bowels Coatlve, Mick Bead*
ache, tallness after eating, aversion to
exertion of body or mind, Eructation
of food, Irritability of temper, Low
spirits, A feeling of having neglected
some doty, Dizziness, Flattering at the
HearLDots before the eye*,hlghly«)ol-
ored ferine, CONSTIPATION^ and de-
mand the use of a remedy that nots directly
on the Live& AsaLivermodidnoTUTTHS
PILLS have no equal. Tholr action on the
Kldneysand Skin is also promnt ; romovinj?
all impurities through thcaotlireo “scav-
engers of the system," producing appe-
tite, sound digestion, regular stools, a clear
skin und a vigorous bod v. TUfT'.N PILLH
cause no nausea or griping nor interfere
with daily work and are a perfect
TUTTS HAIR
Gray Hair or Whiskers
atantly to a Glomt Black by a
plication of this DTR. Sold by
